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FOREWORD

ONE of man's greatest challenges is to build institutions that adequately meet basic needs. A cemetery is a social institution invented to
take care of needs related to the dead.
Times and conditions change. A design which seemed adequate
when initiated may soon become archaic and out-moded if it is not
modified in the light of new discoveries.
This study raises many issues about cemeteries. As one rea"ds
the bulletin many questions concerning the nature and function of
other institutions arise. What is their condition in contrast with the
cemeteries?
This publication, the first in an institution series planned by the
authors, suggests that the cemeteries when measured by reasonable
standards appear to be sub-standard in many places. What functions
in addition to burial should cemeteries perform? Under what
conditions can cemeteries have greater significance and meaning to the
people? This study is an appraisal of one institution. Can cemeteries
or other institutions be effective if they are not subjected to regular
appraisal?
Constructive institution building comes when we have developed
a social consciousness about institutions that is based upon an intelligent understanding of their origin, development, operation, and decline. It comes when man learns to recognize decay in social institutions and acquires the knowledge, techniques, and courage to treat it.
Social institutions never reach perfection but they may achieve a
high degree of strength through a progressive program of thoughtful
study, intelligent planning, and skillful promotion. To do these things
is a responsibility and an obligation of a democracy.

R. W. ROSKELLEY, head
Department of Sociology
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INTRODUCTION
Institutional Reflectors

I

T is difficult for an individual to visualize his own goals, habits, and
ways of doing things. It is much more difficult for him to see with
clarity the role he actually plays, for performance is always relative
to, not in likeness of, his mental visualization.
Collectively man has . also learned to set up group images, goals,
organizations, and institutions. He sees his family, his church, his
city, his nation as collective representations or deposits of activities
directed towar~s such goals and aspirations. Always what he would
like them to be, is a part of the picture. Seldom does he see objectively
the actual realizations. Particularly is this true of the culture into which
he is born and to which he has become accustomed.
The people of Utah are a part of a larger group of people in the
Intermountain Region who have been so busy building a culture in a
forbidding environment that they have thus far had little time to
appraise or measure what they have been building. Dedication to
compelling labor sometimes obscures vision.
Some relief from unremitting struggle has come slowly. Perhaps
it is a good time before too many fixed patterns become entrenched
to lift eyes up, to look around, to begin seriously to appraise, to measure, to compare, to eliminate, to redirect and to plan more carefully
and more regularly, so that progress towards the greater goals may be
steady and real. Surely utility should give ground to beauty and fixed
answers to problem-solving attitudes. The use of the methods of science
applied to institution building should be of service to leaders who carry
the vision of a great regional culture.
The present study is one of a series of what may be called institutional reHectors. It is proposed to use the methods of observation
and some of the procedures of science to clarify the picture of institutional organization and structure in Utah as they now exist and as
they have developed. This study deals with cemeteries of Box Elder
and Summit Counties and of a few other selected cemeteries. In order
to bring reliable clarity certain objectives and procedures have been
set up.
I-Report on project 262-Purnell.
2-Emeritus professor and assistant professor of sociology, respectively.
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Obiectives
To appraise the present condition of the cemeteries under study.
To ascertain the influence of the folkways and mores in cemetery
organization and control. ,
To find and describe origins of new patterns, new innovations,
and social inventions that have arisen . •
To clarify and describe the form of organization, the control
agencies, and the sources of revenue in use among the cemeteries.
To observe the trends that are in process of strengthening or
declining.

Methods
Schedules were developed covering history, folkways, organization,
upkeep, revenues, and expenditures.
Field work included physical appraisal by field workers . of each
cemetery and extensive personal interviews with cemetery commissioners, cemetery committeemen, sextons, mayors, village clerks, LatterDay Saint bishops and group leaders.
Information of a supplemental type was sought in state laws, city
or village ordinances, county commissioners' records, the records of the
L.D.S.3 historian's office, town histories, and similar records.
Personal observation by the field workers constituted an important
source of information.

Assumptions
That Sanderson (1946) is correct in the opinion that a study of cemeteries is favorable for revealing community progressiveness.
That at least some of the patterns of living which people have developed through many different institutional moulds would be successfully revealed in a study of this single institution .
. That for a considerable period ahead beautiful, well planned,
well maintained cemeteries in rural areas are more likely to be developed than other alternatives such as cremation or the use of mausoleums.
That cemetery conditions found in Box Elder and Summit Counties are probably similat to those in many other Utah counties.

Limitations
The sample, although it includes every cemetery in the two counties
and several other selected ones, is not fully adequate for the state of
3-L.D.S ., an abbreviation used in this study for the Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter-day Saints (Mormon) whose membership predominates in
Utah and to a greater degree in rural Utah.
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Utah. It is believed, however, that in most, if not all the counties
of Utah, similar situations may be found.
Cemetery record keeping in the counties studied is not standardized or adequate except in a few of the larger cemeteries. Comparative
figures dealing with costs were particularly unreliable.
Education concerning cemeteries has not yet found a place in
the curriculums of the schools or colleges. The general level of information about cemeteries among the people is limited not only by
the material available but by the more or less haphazard methods by
which it is transferred from one generation to another.
Finally there are the limitations that inhere in the writers and
also in the measuring devices that the social sicences have thus far
developed.
Importance of Institutions

One may learn about the collective health, strength, or weakness of a people through a study of their institutions. It is through
il}stitutions that people satisfy their important needs. The collective
will activated by group goals expresses itself in an endless struggle
within institutional moulds.
Institutions, as such, definitely are related to personality growth.
McIver's (1921) dictum, "The differentiation of community is relative
to the growth of the personality in social individuals," expresses a profound relationship between individual growth and community development. Only where collective living has become highly differentiated
and diversified can human personality achieve the highest levels. A
study of a single institution provides many insights into the way people
live.
The Area

The major effort has been directed to an intensive study of cemeteries in two counties. In addition, one cemetery in Weber, one in
Davis, and one in Salt Lake County were used for comparative data.
Basic similarities and wide differences exist in the two counties.
(See appendix 1)
UTAH CEMETERY AND BURIAL FOLKWAYS AND MORES

HE early experience of the Mormon people lent small encouragement
to building or maintaining good cemeteries. Community building,
although planned with more than ordinary care for the times, was of

T
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too short a duration to mature results. The two year in-movement of
people of diverse backgrounds, at Independence, was interrupted by
a mid-winter forced exodus. The four years at Far West had a like
abrupt termination. The eight years at Nauvoo brought greater results but here too a forced uprooting, which included great suffering, was.
disruptive in the extreme to all building initiative. The end term in
all these early Mormon group efforts was a discouraging one.
Nor was the westward migration to the Rocky Mountains, which
dominated the next period, conducive to care for the dead. Those who
died on the way were buried with markers destined soon to disappear
after the journey was resumed. Those who came later might or might
not find any evidence of identification. Nature worked her way. In
the face of harsh conditions and in the absence of material emblems
of love, sorrow found inward rather than outward expression. Hardships and severe denials were not ended on reaching the Rocky Mountains, but were dominant characteristics for many years. Burials in
rough country took on the simplicity of nature and resembled it.
During the days of settlement and building in a forbidding environment first things necessarily came first. It was nourishment to
sustain life, it was religion to bring spiritual succor, it was education
to bring understanding, that occupied their minds. The dead would
have to return to nature on nature's terms. Under such conditions
early cemetery folkways had their origin in Utah.
Common law underlies statutory law and constitutes a large reservoir of understood and accepted practices that have found acceptance
in court decisions (Barnes 1946). Elements of the common law are
continually moving into statutory law for more refined and more definite definition for, says Herteler (1946) "they are not always definite
and precise." In much the same way Keller and Sumner (1927)
hold that the folkways 4 being an even larger reservoir of established
.customs, contribute to the mores where they exist in ritual and practices
that have the authority of rightness and of welfare to sustain them.
Mores are recognized as "musts" in social intercourse. New habit
ways merge into folkways and folkways merge into mores as moral
sanction is acquired. Many mores are incorporated directly into enacted
law, others become a part of the common law, others remain as cus4-As used in this section folkways are elementary group behavior patterns arising out of need through inter-communication. They develop
unconscious ly and are followed unre flectively long after their emergence. Greeting a friend on passing or s haking hands are folkways .
Mores are folkways that have entered into conscious thinking and
have come to be recognized as important to the groups' welfare. They
are right in the eyes of group members. The idea of compulsion enters
so that they are regarded as musts .
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tomary "musts" which are more or less self inforcing through group
pressure.
In rural cemetery practices the law has little to say, custom is
supremely dominant. Only in the larger towns and cities have legal
provisions encroached on the folkways and mores to any considerable degree.
.
A series of customs have grown up in the several fields of cemetery
operation. Among these are:
Memorial Day Folkways

On Memorial Day (1) weeds are cleared from lots by lot owners, (2)
driveways are improved, fences and gates repaired by a committee
with voluntary aid, (3) flowers are placed on the graves, (4) sometimes a service is held. On soldiers' graves in addition to flowers there
is often an evergreen wreath or ribbon-bound cluster of flowers hung
on the upright portion of the cross or there may be poppies, and very
frequently there is a small American flag; (5) friends and relatives
long separated renew friendly ties.
Control Patterns

Control patterns are predominantly of the three person or trinity type
which is also widely used in other L.D.S. areas. A committee of three
is appointed by a bishopric of three, who in turn were selected by a
stake presidency of three, who were appOinted by the three members
of the first presidency of the church. Although church control of
cemeteries is declining this pattern will probably continue to be dominant in Utah, since the new state cemetery maintenance law provides for the control of cemetery districts by three cemetery commissioners.
Some control patterns developed out of local conditions. In several
small communities one man selected at a public meeting or appOinted
by the bishop is responsible for the cemetery. He keeps whatever
records are required. , Often he holds office for life. Neither the fulltime nor part-time sexton's job exists in small villages.
Record Keepi ng

Record keeping has been a universal practice in all cemeteries of both
counties from the beginning but on a meager and often unsatisfactory
basis. The keeping of a cemetery "plat" or map with information
drawn and written on it giving the names of the lot owners, and the
size and location of the lots, was a "must" in every cemetery. Beyond
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this single "must" which began in Utah in the mores, and continued
as such, record keeping was fragmentary. Receipt books with some
information on the stubs were kept by many cemetery committee chairmen or sextons. In numerous cases the receipt books and in a lesser
number of cases the plat records give evidence of neglect and intermittent care so that they are not fully reliable. In a few cases a limited
number of historical facts about the cemetery have been brought
together in a -minute book or have been made a part of a history of the
village. Many cemetery facts have not been recorded at all or may
be found recorded in isolated places in minut.es of town board meetings. Recorded information decreases as size of village decreases and
is meager in unincorporated places.
Fence Building

Fences inclosing the cemeteries early entered the realm of the mores.
In records that have been preserved the building or improving of the
fence is usually the first cemetery improvement that is discussed. Today, every cemetery in both counties is either inclosed with a fence
or in a few cases is in a field that is inclosed. Cemetery fences are
as good or a little better than surrounding farm fences.
Cemetery Location Mores Developed From Experience

Some of the early cemeteries were located on low lying ground below
the level of the land on which houses were built. Later, because of
the rise of the underground water level, through irrigation, these
cemeteries were moved to higher ground. As the settlement period
moved along and as the result of community experience became common knowledge, cemetery location folkways moved into the realm of
the mores. Cemeteries must be located on high ground above the level
of irrigated land, usually in remote places, in areas where drainage
was good, and not too far away to be reached in reasonable time l?y
horse and buggy travel. Local planning developments, according to
Segoe (1941), ' now favor the location of cemeteries in or close to
residential areas where both extremes of marshy land and unduly high
ground are avoided.
Interment Practices

Interment practices partake of the characteristics of both the folkways and the mores. The width and length of the excavation are
usually specified by legal enactment in incorporated villages. The
depth is ordinarily left to the discretion of the sexton. Generally, it ·
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is 4 feet 6 inches to 5 feet. A casket or some type of inclosure is a
must. In early days the caskets were made of lumber. At burial time
they were lowered into a rough box. Many such boxes are still used,
although they have been eliminated from some cemeteries. A widespread practice at the present time is to enclose the box into which
the casket is placed in green cement constructed to keep water out.
Steel or cement vaults are sometimes used. The fees for grave openings
of each type are prescribed in detail in city ordinances of large cemeteries. The body is always lowered into the grave with the head to
the west. This is a must in L.D.S. cemeteries and in incorporated
cemeteries where the L.D.S. predominate.
There are no mausoleums or crematories in Summit or Box Elder
Counties but a few people from these counties are buried in Ogden
or Salt Lake City mausoleums, or they may be cremated there. In the
mausoleums the caskets are placed in a crypt space. Cremation ashes
are preserved in an urn which is placed in a niche in the mausoleum
or may be interred in a cemetery lot.
funeral Services

Funeral services are universal in both counties and consist of (1) a
service in a church, a funeral parlor, or a home, and (2) a dedicatory
prayer at the grave side. Ritual is strongly developed and musts are
numerous at funerals. Flowers in varying quantities are always present.
Pall-bearers who are relatives or friends are likewise a necessary part
of the ritual. Special places are reserved for the relatives. The audience
often stands until the relatives have taken their places at the beginning
of the service and while they are leaving at its close. Vocal and instrumental music receive emphasis. The talks are quite numerous but
shorter than in other services. Friends follow the hearse to the cemetery. The grave-side service is short. It consists of an announcement
by the presiding officer calling the group to order and the introduction
of the man who is to dedicate the grave. Hats are always removed
during the dedicatory prayer. Following the dedication the assembly
is dismissed. Flowers are left on the grave. Friends shake hands
with the bereaved and with each other. Human sympathy, neighborliness, and affection reach out, touch gently, and withdraw. Within
a few minutes the gatheri"n g disperses. The mores or musts have
dominated both services.
Identification Customs

Identification customs include mores and folkways. Some type of
marker with sufficient information to identify the deceased is a uni-
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versal practice in both counties although in many cases the identification has been destroyed. The nature and extent of the inscribed information varies widely. The name, date of birth, and date of death,
are generally considered minimums. Words of endearment are frequently found on old monuments as well as tributes extolling deeds
of accomplishment or public services rendered. It is a custom of long
standing for the poor to use board or metal markers, for the middle
class to erect small monuments, and for the wealthy to build larger
ones. Testifying the unequality of wealth, power, and status the
cemetery monuments of Box Elder and Summit speak in no uncertain
language. Many accepted social values are defined and clarified in the
cemeteries.
Lot Inclosures

Lot inclosures continue to remain in the folkway stage. In various
communities some form of cemetery lot inclosure has moved steadily
toward the mores but in no single case has the transition actually
been complete. In other places where the services of landscape architects have been available, lot inclosures are being removed to get the
benefits of unified planning. However, high cement copings continue to be built around cemetery lots in some cemeteries. Less
numerous are iron, picket, board, rail, iron pipe, and ornamental wire
fences. Many seem not to realize that maintenance costs are multiplied and aesthetic achievements minimized by lot fences.
Community-Cemetery Alignment

The possession of a cemetery by each community, however small it
may be, is a must that is a residue of pioneer days. The limits of
horse travel within reasonable time constituted the 'borders of the
burial area. The half-mile to three mile distance, that a horse was
expected to b"avel is now comparable to fifteen to seventy-five miles
of automobile travel. The wider base that has come into being in
other fields of living has not yet reflected itself in cemetery organization. Horse and buggy ways, it would seem, continue on a long time
after horse and buggy days have gone.
Provision for Cemetery Buildings

Provision for cemetery buildings is in the folkway stage in these counties. The majority of the cemeteries have a small tool shed suitable
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for housing rubber hose, lawn mowers, rakes, shovels, axes, picks,
and other equipment. A work bench may be installed for repair purposes. In the larger cemeteries a pick-up truck may also belong to
the cemetery and in that case the shed may be large enough to house
the truck. Smaller cemeteries do not have a tool shed, but frequently
have a rest room principally for the sexton and sometimes one for
each of the sexes.
Cemetery Entrance Patterns

Cemetery gate practices are principally of the folkway type. The only
must is that some type of gate be constructed. Quite numerous are
the simple three or four strand barb-wire gates with two short spacing
boards or two inch limbs in between to which the wire is stapled.
Swinging board gates anchored to a high pole are found here and
there. Iron gates meeting at the center and swinging from a rock
or cement pier are also quite numerous, as are ornamental wire gates
attached to a frame of wood. As the size of the community increases
more attention is given to gates which · are the core item in an expanded entrance. In a few cases two or three piers of brick, stone,
or cement on each side of the gate with iron fencing between and
with selected evergreen shrubs or flowers make the gateway attractive.
The entrances to the cemeteries of Brigham City and Coalville have
been well designed and are genuinely attractive. Tremonton has
emphasized the gate itself. Populous cities of the east and west and
the nation's war cemeteries in this country and in Europe give evidence
of participation by specialists far transcending anything in Utah. It
is obvious from Marshall's (1950) report to Gold Star mothers that
entrance gates and central monuments are of varied design and unusual beauty in the American war cemeteries of Europe.
CHANGES IN FUNERAL CUSTOMS 1930-1950

URIAL practices are only one division of a complex cluster of customs associated with death which include medical, administrative,
legal, and religious elements. This section deals only with the more
important folkways and mores immediately connected with death.
Specific method for this portion of the study involved a selecti~n
of the principal items among burial customs by the project leaders
and consultation with a carefully selected group of consultants mad~
up of seven morticians, six L.D.S. bishops, three florists, one sexton,
two bishops' wives, and one ladies' aid president.

B
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Flowers at Funerals

Flowers have been a part of the ritual of funerals in Utah since the
first settlers came. On the question of increase or decrease in then
use between 1930 and 1950 the weight of opinion is towards increase.
No collaborator thought there had been a decrease. Increases were
thought to be greatest among the upper and middle classes. Tht.
majority thought the lower class had not changed gre~tly. Comparisons between the two periods are difficult because of the presence
of variables, such as increase or decrease "in population, increase in
florists shops, and rise in cultural standards. However, it is noted
that the total population of the two counties changed only slightly
during the 20 year period.
The average number of floral units per funeral were estimated
to be: for Box Elder in 1930, 23, and for 1950, 29; for Summit County
1930, 20 and 1950, 23. Salt Lake City morticians and florists estimated that 1950 floral pieces averaged 30. The average of estimates
for the total area studied was 22.8 in 1930 and 26.7 in 1950.
Floral units most frequently found at funerals are: the spray,
the wreath, the container or basket, the casket piece, and the easel.
Many easel designs are made such as the cross, the broken wheel, the
wreath, the heart, and standing and double sprays. A spray selling
for $5.00 was used as the unit of measurement and respondents were
requested to estimate other units in terms of the $5.00 spray which
is the most numerous unit. Salt Lake florists prices run about as
follows: spray $2.50 and up, average $5.00, container $5.00 and up,
casket piece $25.00 and up, wreath $15.00 and up, easel $10.00
and up.
Some comparisons of expenditures for flowers with other areas
are roughly pOSSible. A prewar estimate by Waxman ( 1939) of national annual expenditures for flowers was sixty million dollars. The
16th Census indicates there were in 1940, 1,417,269 deaths. This
would mean an average expenditure for flowers of $42.33 per funeral
for the United States. The Utah estimates are much higher. The
Statistical Abstract of the United States (1950) places the deaths in
Utah for 1948 at 5,070. Using the estimated average number of floral
units of 27 and the estimated cost per unit at $5, an average expenditure of $135 per funeral is obtained. On this basis the total
expenditure for the state for flowers would be $684,450. For Box
Eld~r County the average estimated number of units was 29, the
average cost per funeral $145. With 127 deaths (1948) the total cost
per year for the county was $18,415. For Summit County the average
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of units was 23 (1950). With 66 deaths (1948) the total cost of
Bowers for the county would be $7,590 per year.
The average expenditure for Bowers in Utah (1948) appears to
be more than three times that of the nation before the war. It is
difficult to justify this Utah trend. Evidences of corrective thinking
are appearing in newspaper requests from the family tha no flowers
be sent, and that the equivalent in money be given to some charity.
Place of Funeral

The c~ef place for rural burial services is the local church. This is
true for Mormo~, Protestant, and Catholic people. Only seldom is a
principal service held in the home or at the grave side. The mortuary
is coming into use more frequently in the larger communities.
One mining town mortician placed the use of the funeral parlor
as high as 50 percent and a Salt Lake mortician placed it as high as
95 percent. Another Salt Lake City mortician said 70 percent of
funerals were held at the funeral home. The rural cooperators estimated that the church funeral service constituted 90 to 100 percent
of interments. Small communities use the church for practically all
burials. These communities have no funeral home. In Box Elder
County two morticians, one in Brigham City and one in Tremonton,
service the whole county. Funerals are held in .the mortuaries of
these two centers. Much the same situation prevails in Summit County
with morticians in Park City and Coalville. South Summit makes
considerable use of a mortician in Heber, Wasatch County.
The use of the funeral parlor instead of the church for the service has progressed nearly as far in Salt Lake City as in the Philadelphia area where from 85 to 95 percent of funerals were found by
Gephart (1950) to be held in mortuaries.
Time Elapsing Between Death and Burial

The time between death and interment has not declined in the two
counties in the opinion of the consultants during the last 20 years,
but has increased slightly from an, average in 1930 of 3.1 days to 3.3
days in 1950. The modal time is three days in both counties. Hardly
ever does the time exceed five days or go below three days. In
some areas there is evidence of a shortening of time in line with
faster means of travel and improved mechanization. In Philadelphia,
Gephart placed the average time elapsing at 2 days for the well-to-do.
A number of reasons were given for a lengthening rather than
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a shortening of this interval in the ·Utah counties. Among these were:
(1) Outmigration of population is large in Utah. It takes longer for
relatives to get home from far away places. (2) The increased availability and increased use of morticians' services require more time, .
particularly where population is small and distance between communities Iqng. 5 (3) Funerals are no longer held in L.D.S. churches
on Sunday as w.as formerly done. This ruling sometimes requires postponement until Monday.
Viewing the Body

The consultants show uninimity in their oplmons that the evening
before the day of burial and during the morning hours up to departure
for the funeral service are the most frequent times for viewing the
body in 1950. A majority of 11 of the 17 thought the custom had
not altered in the last 20 years. Of the 6 who noted that some change
had taken place, 2 city morticians said few bodies were taken home.
They were either left at the mortuary for the funeral or were taken
from the mortuary to the church. One mortician said fewer were
- embalmed in this area in 1930 and they were at home during a longer
period.
The influence of the funeral directors has apparently been directed towards some further standardization of time for viewing the
body. In the Philadelphia study an estimated 10 percent of the social
registerites permit no viewing of the body even to relatives.
Emotionality

Consultants felt that the outward expression of the emotions during
the funeral service and at the grave side is more a matter of indi:vidual difference and of social custom than of time periods. The
Japanese, a large number of whom live in Box Elder County, are less
given to expression of grief than are Americans. However, the weight
of OpInIOn leans towards a more controlled expression in 1950 than
in 1930.
Mourning Clothes

The black costume as the type of mourning clothing worn by women
continues, so say the consultants, on its way out in both counties.
None were aware of black being worn in 1950, except among CathoS-In Brigham City, Box Elder County, the mortician regularly makes two
trips for each burial in the western part of the county, the first by
airplane, the second by means of hearse in which the body is returned.
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lics and Japanese. Occasionally in winter if a new dress ' was purchased for the funeral it might be black or a dark color. Consultants
were agreed that there was little evidence of mourning clothing, either
in 1930 or in 1950.
Wreaths are still placed on some of the front doors. Much less
frequently than formally are shutters or blinds drawn and the clock
stopped.
The Funeral Procession

Ten of the collaborators recognized no change in the procession itself
or its length between 1930 and 1950. Three thought some decrease has
occurred, four thought the procession has increased. All felt that
the length of the procession is related to size of family, social status,
and contributions of the deceased to public welfare. There is a growing awareness of traffic problems created by the processions and a
definite increase in the number of traffic policemen at strategic points
to minimize hazards.
In Gephart's study, it was found that upper class funeral processions were uniformly small whereas at lower class funerals nearly all
who attended the service also went to the cemetery.
There is little change in the funeral procession in the Utah
counties studied.
Interment Service

The modal opinion on the length of the grave-side services was five
minutes for 1930 and 1950. No estimate reached fifteen minutes
as the average length for 1950, but two opinions reached that figure
for 1930. Always short, a slight further decrease in time devoted to
this service has probably taken place. This is thought to be owing
to improvement in cemetery equipment and to a limited change in
custom. Formerly friends remained after the service until burial, now
they tend to disperse quickly. Where the deceased is a lodge member, interment ritual is extended considerably.
Monuments

Conspicuous in nearly all Utah cemeteries are the monuments which
in the past have constituted a register of economic well being and
social status (fig. 1). The one cemetery in the area of study that
has become almost entirely rid of conspicuous inequality is the cooperatively organized Wasatch Lawn Cemetery. Many cemeteries show

Fig. 1. The practice of setting up costly monuments is declining but monuments still
dominate Utah cemeteries

trends towards reducing inequality and towards greater use of the
Bat uniform sized marker. Quite generally consultants agreed that
during the last · twenty years monuments have decreased in height,
they are more uniform in size, many Bat. There is less class distinction
in evidence, and on the whole the quality of materials is thought to
have improved. Polished granite is more widely used now.
Cremation

Cremation has not been accepted among the native population in the
area :;tudied to any considerable extent. By custom both L.n.S.
and Catholics are opposed to cremation.
evertheless it is increasing
slowly. Cremation represents an outside culture b-ait that is definitely
in contrast with the indigenous trait of ground burial. Consultants
agree that Japanese burials in Utah are nearly all cremations and
where others are cremated it is usually younger people. Cremations
in Utah are more numerous in cities than in rural areas. In Philadelphia, Gephart foun? among the upper classes a definite increase in
.cremations amounting in some areas to a growth of from 7 to 17
percent in 10 years. One of the Salt Lake City morticians expressed
the opinion that cremations in Utah were bound to increase. Another
one, in the same city, took the opposite view because of church inBuence.
Perpetual Care

Perpetual care of cemetery lots has growing acceptance in the larger
cemeteries. The recent Utah law creating cemetery districts encourages perpetual care. Perpetual care discourages monuments, cement
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coping, iron fences, and all types of earlier enclosures around lots.
Indiscriminantly planted flowers to cover graves and lots are being
removed in some of the cemeteries and there is more order and arrangement in shrub plantings.
Potter's Field

Potter's field is the poor relation among cemeteries much as the poor
house was among welfare institutions of the last century. Nobody
wants to end up there. 6
Social attitudes towards potter's field are slowly improving in
Utah. Eight of the seventeen consultants knew of no burials in potter's
field between 1930 and 1950. Two said that pride in the cemetery
had reached a point where potter's field wa~ treated as well as any
other portion. One cemetery contained six burials in potter's field,
another two, and three others one each. Two reported about two such
burials a year.
Changing General Costs of Funerals

The total money costs of funerals in the United States has been estimated at $700,000,000 (Gephart 1950) to $750,000,000 (Davidson
1951) a year and the cost · of flowers at $60,000,000 (prewar). Since
in the vital statistics of the United States, 1,444,333 deaths were reported in 1948 the average cost of a funeral would be about $484.50,
and of flowers $42.33.
In Utah morticians estimate the total money cost for their part
of the funeral at $450. This is less than that estimated for the United
States. The Utah estimates on the cost of flowers, ~owever, are much
higher than the average for the United States reaching the high average of $135 per funeral.
Utah, it appears, with 5,070 deaths (1948), pays to morticians approximately $2,281,500 a year. Box Elder County with 127 deaths
(1948) pays $57,150 a year .and Summit County with 66 deaths,
$29,700. If to these expenditures is added the cost of flowers, the
price of the lot, the burial permit fee, the sexton's charge, perpetual
upkeep, a monument, and medical expenditures preceding death, it
6-Gephart says of potter's field in Philadelphia. " Here . .. lie the social
ciphers . . . stripped of the symbols which classify them as human
beings. They are buried without flowers, without clothes, without
graves, and without names .. . in long rows of trenches . . . with a
number on a wooden paddle. If the body is not claimed in a certain
length of time, it is dug up and buried in the adjoining crematory."
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becomes clear that it is an expensive thing to die and that the expense
in Utah is increasing faster than elsewhere.
A group of New York ministers say:
It is our general opinion that the disposal of the dead
should be accomplished in a manner as quiet, as simple, and
as dignified as possible without ostentation, without emphasis
upon the corpse, without unnecessary lacerations of the grief of
those involved, and without a crushing burden of financial
expense.

Says Bill Davidson (1951):
The majority of American funeral directors, cemetery owners
and casket manufacturers are . . . honest . . . . however, even
this honest majority is guilty of accepting a mysterious nationwide fixing and raising of prices to the point where the American people now pay three quarters of a billion dollars a year
to the burial industry-almost one and one-half times what they
pay for hospital care . . . such costs are unheard of in any
other country except Canada; and in the nations of Europe with
the highest standards of living it still is possible to get a complete dignified funeral for well under $100.

CEMETERY RECORD KEEPING

Functional Recording

T

HE investigators were not able to Bnd published standardized forms
of cemetery records suited to different types and sizes of cemeteries. A functional approach to establish criteria for comparison was
used. After many consultations with those who keep cemetery records,
it was concluded that good recording, whether the cemetery be large
or small, would contain information on, and larger cemeteries would
have a separate record for the following: (1) Name and address of
lot owners (record); (2) Map or plat of cemetery with lot owners
recorded; (3) Location of interments (record); ( 4) Location of interments on a map; (5) Receipt book (source, name, date); (6) Expenditures (purpose, amount); ( 1) Deed or lease book record; (8)
Minute book; (9) Annual report book; (10) Headstone data.
Small cemeteries could hardly be expected to maintain a complete set of separate record books to take care of these ten items.
Combination books including several items would be feasible ~nd
desirable.
Headstone Recording

Records increase in number and organization with increase in size of
cemetery in the two counties studied. Small cemeteries either keep
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no records or record minimum informaton. Record keeping, it appears,
is relative to the thinking of the people in the cemetery district and
not to developed criteria of what good record keeping requires.
Where no formal written records are kept some record of information may be found on the headstones of the graves. In some of
the small communities it is thought that if a plat or map is kept up
to date with the names of the lot owners inscribed within the lot
dimensions and if on the headstone is inscribed the name, date of
birth, and date of death of the deceased, a sufficient record is being
kept.
The umeliability of such a system is revealed in its operation.
In one small cemetery in Box Elder County in which total interments
numbered 50, 23 were without identifying marker or headstone information. In another cemetery with 108 interments, 84 were without
such information. In a third, somewhat larger and better maintained,
with 393 interments, 72 were without information on the headstone
to identify the deceased. Obviously book records to supplement data
recorded on monuments is necessary. Observation indicates that the
more poorly the bmial grounds are maintained the larger is the proportion of unidentified graves.
The Cemetery Maintenance Dish-ict Act (1945) contains only
rudimentary directions on record keeping and these deal primarily
with organization of the district and use of the funds.
A detailed appraisal of the records being kept in each of the
cemeteries of Box Elder and Summit Counties goes beyond the pmpose of this inquiry. Data on the extent to which necessary functional
recording of inform ation has found its way into the records does come
within its scope and is shown in table 1.
Ex te nt of Record ing Essential Items

The percentages of the ten functional items considered necessary to
good recording do not indicate the relative adequacy with which these
items are recorded. These p ercentages indicate the proportion of the
essential items that are being recorded.
The average percentage of essential items found in the cemetery
records of Box Elder County is 38 and Summit County 41. This
means that the cemetery records in both counties are, on the whole,
in a poor state of organization. Some fmther comparisons will indicate
uneven progress according to (1) control agencies and (2) size of
village.
A genuine effort to achieve adequate cemetery records has been
made in only a small minority of the cemeteries in either county

Table 1.

Bookkeeping items recorded (R) in cemetery 1'ecords of Box Elder and Summit Counties, Utah, 1950
Records included

Communities

Name &
.
address Map of Loc.atlon ~ap of
of lot
lot
of mter- mterowners ments
ments
owners

Receipt Expendibook
tures

~
~

Deed
book

Minute
book

2

3

.4

5

6

7

8

R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R

R

R
R
R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R
R

R

R

R
R
R

Annual
report

9

HeadTotal
stone
recorded
data

10

11

R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R

9
3
10
3
7
3
3
5
6
4
3
5
3
9
8
1
1
1
3
3
3
3
3

Percent
recorded
12

Box Elder County

Bear River
Bothwell-Thatcher
Brigham
Corinne
Deweyville
Elwood
Fielding
Garland
Honeyville
Mantua
Plymouth
Portage
Snowville
Tremonton
Willard
Yost
Beaver Dam
Clear Creek
East Garland
Grouse Creek
Harper
Park Valley
Penrose

R
R

R

R

R
R

R
R
R
R
R

R
R

R
R

R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R

R
R
R
R
R

R
R
R

R
R
R

R
R
R

R
R

R

R
R

R

90.0
30.0
100.0
30.0
70.0
30.0
30.0
50.0
60.0
40.0
30.0
50.0
30.0
90.0
80.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0

~
1-3

~

>-

C'l

~
....

~

~

tz:j

><

It!
~

£!l
~

z~
1-3

r:n

~

0

z

b:1

~~
~

2
CN
CTl

0

Table 1

(Continued)

Records included
Communities

Name &
•
address Map of lo~atlon ~ap of
of lot
lot
of Inter- Interowners ments
ments
owners
2

3

.4

Receipt Expenditures
book

5

6

Deed
book

Minute
book

Annual
report

Headstone
data

Total
recorded

Percent
recorded

7

8

9

10

11

12

3
1
103

30.0
10.0

Box Elder County

Riverside
Standrod
Number
Percentage

R
6
24

21
84

R
5
20

10
40

5
20

4
16

7
28

1
4

R
' R
25
100

~

to1

~

to1

~
to1

Vl

37.6

0

I'!j

t::O

Summit County

Coalville
Henefer
Kamas
Oakley
Park City
Echo
Francis
Hoytsville
Marion
Old Wanship
Peoa
Snyderville
Upton
Wanship
Woodland
Oakley family
Glenwood lodge
Number
Percentage

()
to1

R
R

R
R

R
R

R
R

R
R

R

R

R
R

R
R
R
R
R
R
R

R

R
R
R
R
R

R
R

R

R
R

R
R
R

R
R

R
R
R

R
R

8
58.8

R
10
47.1

R
R
R
R
3
17.6

R
12

R

1\

R
10
58.8

4
23.5

4
23.5

R

1
5.8

R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
17
100.

8
6
2
6
7
1
5
6
5
1
2
1
2
7
4
1
5
63

80.0
60.0
20.0
60.0
70.0
10.0
50.0
60.0
50.0
10.0
20.0
10.0
20.0
70.0
40.0
10.0
50.0
40.6

~

t%j

t-<

t:l
to1
~

~
00

~
~

::3
()

0

c
z
::lto1

Vl

l'O

c.:>
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(table 2). Three-fourths of the cemeteries of Box Elder and twothirds those of Summit are recording less than half of the items necessary for good records.
Table 2.

Percentage distribution of necessary cemetery bookkeeping
items by categories in communities of Box Elder and Summit Counties, Utah, 1950

Percentage
categories
of essential
record item

Box Elder County

number
3
3
6
13
25

74.9-100
49.9-75,
24.9-50.
0 -25.
Total

Summit County

peTcentage
12.0
12.0
24.0
52.0

numbeT
0
6
4
7
17

percentage
35.3
23.5
41.2

Differences in Recording

By far the most complete systems of records are found in the community controlled cemeteries, most of which are in incorporated villages or towns (table 3). Even though politics necessarily pervades
local government, it appears that substantial progress has been achieved
in developing satisfactory cemetery records in local -governmental units.
In L.D.S. Church controlled cemeteries and in family or lodge cemeteries records are much less satisfactory. This is true in both counties.
Size of community has much to do with neglect of cemetery
records (table 4). Small villages with less than 250 people are many
in both Box Elder and Summit Counties. Communities with populations between 250 and 500 are also common in both counties. Together they constitute 18 of the 25 Box Elder communities and 13
Table 3.

PeTcentage dist1'ibution of essential cemeteTY bookkeeping
items by control groups in cemeteTies of Box Elder and Summit Counties, Utah, 1950

Cemetery control
group

L.D.S. Church
Town or community
Family or lodge
Total

Essential bookkeeping items
Box Elder County
Summit County

number
13
12

percent
24.6
59.2

number
8
7
2

percent
35.0
51.4
25.0

25

37.6

17

40.6

o
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of Summit's 17 communities. Not until population reaches 1000-2000
do record systems begin to look reasonably satisfactory and even then
some essentials are still missing.
Table 4.

Distribution of essential bookkeeping items by size of community Box Elder and Summit Counties, Utah, 1950

Size of
community

Under 250
250- 500
500- 750
750-1000
1000-2000
Over-2000
Total

Essential bookkeeping items
Box Elder County

number
11
7
4
1
1
1
25

percent
26.3
40.0
50.0
50.0
90.0
100.0
37.6

Summit County

number
8
5
1
1
0
2
17

percent
32.5
52.0
20.0
80.0
70.0
40.6

It would be a mistake to assume that cemeteries much smaller
than the 1000-2000 size may not have good cemetery records. A few
small ones already are well along with good systems. The findings
in this study should be interpreted to mean that at present the great
majority of the small cemeteries do not have good records.
PHYSICAL CONDITIONS IN CEMETERIES

EMETERY ideology finds some of its expression in the physicaJ
properties which slowly develop about the bmial grounds. This
chapter deals with the physical implementation of roads, entrances,
fences, sprinkling systems, lot enclosmes, and control agencies, which

C

Fig. 2.

Even though weeds grow freely in many cemeteries a good fence is the rule
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bring individuality to a cemetery and provide the physical record
of the nature and adequacy of the community's thinking concerning
it.

MATERIALS
BARB WIRE
WIRE

NET

BARB WIRE L WIRE NET

...

PERCENTAGE
10
20
30

NONE

32.0

0

WIRE NET

12.0
_

. 5.9

PERCENTAGE
10
30
20

...
_

COMBINATIONS
SHRUBS

~2.0

8.0

0

IRON
IRON &.

SUMMIT COUNTY

BOX ELDER COUN TY

11.8

3,s

5,S

• 11.8
29,4

0

4.0
12.0

0

Fig. 3. Fencing materials used in cemeteries of Box Elder and Summit Counties, 1950

Fe ncing

Fencing of cemeteries in both Box Elder and Summit Counties is
comparatively well done. Only a small minority-five in Box Elder
and three in Summit-fall in the medium, poor, or no fence categories.
Most of them-14 in Box Elder and 11 in Summit-were designated
Fig. 4. A lovely lilac hedge replaces the fence in this well maintained small city
cemetry

Table 5.

Condition

General condition of fences surrounding cemeteries, Box
Elder and Summit Counties, Utah, 1949
Box Elder County
Community
L.D.S. and
other
controlled

no.
Very good 3
Good
8
Medium
1
Poor
0
No fence 0
Total
12

percent
25.0
66.7
8.3

100.0

no.
3
6
1
1
2
13

percent
23.1
46.1
7.7
7.7
15.4
100.0

Summit County
Community
L.D.S. and
controlled
other

no. percent
2
28.6
5
71.4
0
0
0
7
100.0

no.
1
6
2
1
0
10

percent
10.0
60.0
20.0
10.0
100.0

good fences by the field workers (fig. 2). A smaller number-6 in
Box Elder and 3 in Summit-were considered very good (table 5).
The fences of the community controlled cemeteries are, on the
whole, in better condition than the church or lodge cemeteries.
The materials used for fencing were simHar in most respects to
those used for farms (fig. 3). Straight barb-wire fences inclosed
about one-third of the cemeteries in Box Elder and one of 17 in Summit. A combination of wire-net and barb-wire was used for another
third. There is one iron fence around a Summit cemetery, none in
Box Elder. Ornamental-wire and picket fences are seldom found.
Fig. 5. This cemetery can be reached over a dugway which is almost impassable after
storms and during the winter
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The divergence from farm fences was quite extensive on the street
side of cemeteries. When cemeteries have reached the stage of specific
improvements, the sh'eet fence is likely to receive early attention;

PERCENTAGE

COUNTIES

20

60

70

80

BOX ELDER
I. FREE OF WEEDS
WELL MAINTAINED

~

2.FAIRLY FREE OF WEEDS

~

3. NEGLECTED,
NUMEROUS

WEEDS

""""" " """" """"""" '''''''''' .....

-

SUMMIT
I. FREE
WELL

OF WEEDS
MAINTAINED

COMMUNITY
L.D.S.OR LODGE ~

2.FAIRLY FREE OF WEEDS ~

.3 NEGLECTED, WEEDS
NUMEROUS

,,- .'-'-'-'-'-'-".'-'-'-'-'-'-'- ,,-'-'-'-'-'-

~
..............................

'- '-~

Fig. 6. Weed control of drives in cemeteries controlled by local government and by
private agencies, Box Elder and Summit Counties, 1949

much as dill'ing the first part of the century, front yards and the front
facade of the house were improved while the rear was neglected.
In a few of the larger towns ornamental iron fences adjoin the street;
in a few others ornamental wire is used with perhaps an iron pipe
above it with one or more strands of barb-wire or twisted wire on top
(fig. 4).
Roadways
In these counties roadways to cemeteries (fig. 5) and driveways within
show neglect. As a specific item for planning and maintenance the
roads or drives within the cemeteries have not become isolated in the
thinking of people in many communities. These driveways and roads
are usually much nearer the backward counh'y road type than are the
principal state and federal highways with which they are often connected. The highways are being implemented as culture items with
the help of the larger society of state and nation. They are an implementation rather than an indigenous outgrowth. The driveways
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within, like the cemeteries themselves, are not too far removed from
the ruggedness of hills and plains that everywhere bear the marks and
exhibit the characteristics of the primeval.
Table 6.

Condition

General condition of driveways in cemete1'ies, Box Elder and
Summit Counties, Utah, 1949
Box Elder County
Community
l.D.S. and
other
controlled

no.
Free of weeds,
well maintained
7

percent

no.

58.3

1

Fairly free
of weeds 0
Neglected,
weeds
numerous
5
Total

12

41.7

no.

percent

7.7

3

42.9

1

7.7

0

11

84.6

4

13

percent

Summit County
Community
l.D.S. and
controlled
other

57.1

7

no.

percent

0
1

10.0

9

90.0

9

In Box Elder eight cemetery driveways are free of weeds with
good upkeep (table 6) , sixteen are neglected, showing heavy weed
coverage. In Summit County, three cemeteries have well-maintained
drives while thirteen are neglected.
Local government control of cemeteries has been much more
Fig. 7. An o il surfaced drive in Box Elder County
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successful in maintaining good driveways than church or lodge control
(fig. 6). The contrast is striking in both counties. In Box Elder under
local government driveways in seven cemeteries are well-maintained, five
were neglected under voluntary groups, one was well-maintained, eleven
neglected. In Summit under local government three were well-mainMATERIALS

OILED

.

SURFACE

GRA VEL

t-

SURFACE

GRAVEL 8. DIRT
DIRT

20

PERCENTAGE

40

EO

80

4.0
0

I LLLLV

'1/1/ // . j

48.0

41.3

~O

~11.8

1)

SURFACE

'LLLLL '/ '/LLLLJ

44.0
35.1

~it2

NON SURFACED

BOX ELDER COUNTY _
SUMMIT COUNTY
IZZZZZ.a
Fig. 8. Cemetery drives by types of surfacing materials, Box Elder and Summit
Counties, 1949

tained, four neglected. Under voluntary groups none was wellmaintained, nine were neglected. For both counties combined, local
government cemeteries show ten driveways in superior condition and
nine in poor condition. Church or lodge cemeteries show one in superior
condition and twenty in poor condition.
Drives in cemeteries of both counties are slowly improving. From
unsurfaced dirt to oiled driveways is a slow development. The tranTable 7.

Types of roads leading to cemeteries in Box Elder and Summit Counties, Utah, 1949

Roads

Oiled surface
Graveled surface
Dirt surface
Unimproved
Total

Box Elder County

no.
4
15
5
1
25

percent
16.0
60.0
20.0
4.0
100.0

Summit County

no.
6
7
3
I.
17

percent
35.3
41.2
17.6
5.9
100.0

Fig. 9. This road is graveled and has been surfaced

sition ordinarily pa ses progressively from unsurfaced to dirt surface,
to partial gravel surface, to complete graveled surface, to partial oiled
surface, to complete oiled surface. The oiled surfac driveway is
almost unknown in either county, Box Elder. having one (fig. 7) and
Summit none. Nearly half of the driveways in Box Elder are graveled,
and a little more than two-fifths in Summit (fig. 8). The dirt surfaced driveways are nearly as numerous, (44 percent in Box Elder
and 35 percent in Summit). Only one driveway in Box Elder is unsurfaced and only two in Summit County. There is no cement curbing for the driveways in any cemetery in either county.
The roads leading to the cemeteries in the two countie are
chiefly graveled (table 7) (fig. 9). Oiled roads follow in use with
16 percent and 35 percent for Box Elder and Summit, respectively.
All cemeteries do not have good connecting roads. Too many cannot
be reached with ease in stormy weather. Almost a fourth of the
cemeteries in both counties have dirt or unimproved roads leading
to them. In some of these communities when death occurs cars cannot
be used, but men have to carry the casket over the muddy dirt road
Table 8.

Types of watering systems in cemeteries in Box Elder and
Summit Counties, Utah, 1949

Types of watering systems

Box Elder County

no.
4
Pipes underground (sprinkling)
Piped above ground (rainmaker) 2
Hydrant and hose
3
No watering system
16
Total
25

percent
16.0
8.0
12.0
64.0
100.0

Summit County

no.
3
0
1
13
17

percent
18.1
5.9
76.0
100.0
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to the cemetery. Such unsatisfactory conditions are directly related
to the custom of locating cemeteries in out of the way places on hillsides where dug-ways are necessary.
Sprinkling Systems

Adequate watering units are found in a minority of the cemeteries,
(table 8). Modern sprinkling systems with sub-surface pipes and
sectional turn-on and turn-off attachments are limited in number with
four in Box Elder and three in Summit. A system of hydrants with
movable hose attachrn"ents has been installed in three Box Elder cemeteries and one in Summit. Sixteen cemeteries in Box Elder and thirteen in Summit have no watering systems of any kind. Although inadequate in many cases, some type of sprinkling water has been installed in 36 percent of Box Elder and 24 percent of Summit cemeteries.
In describing one of the waterless Box Elder County cemeteries,
the field worker says:
This cemetery is compartively isolated. It is located two
. and one-half miles northwest of the village on a sloping hillside.
A road leading to farms farther north lies on the lower side. This
road is little used and is impassible at certain times of the year
because of flooding at the lower end. At such times the cemetery may be reached through an alternate road that intersects
from the east. This road has been graveled to the cemetery, but
is unsurfaced beyond it. Irrigation water is not available for
the cemetery, but supplies land on the small valley floor below.
Purposely, the cemetery was located above any water lines that
existed at the time or that were likely to exist in the future .
Drainage was the key word in the location of this early cemetery. Dry, high, remote ground was preferred where the evidences of death were far removed and where it would seem the
desolation of death would be matched by the desolation of the
desert.

Control Agencies

Control of cemeteries in Box Elder and Summit Counties has been
gradually passing from the L.D.S. Church to incorporated village control
(table 9). A new movement from both of these agencies to the cemetery maintenance disb'ict is recently in evidence. Since the early days
the two large cemetery control agencies have been the L.D.S, Church
and the political community, incorporated or unincorporated. Until
about 1920 church owned cemeteries increased more rapidly than
community owned. L.D.S, cemeteries in Summit have been more
numerous than community owned until the last few years.
In 1870 there were six church and one community cemeteries in
Summit. By 1900 community cemeteries had increased to six and
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Cemeteries under specified control agencies by periods in
Box Elder and Summit Counties, Utah, 1870-1950

To tal

. L. D.S.
Church

Co ntro l a ge ncies
Inco rporated
village

Lodge o r
family*

number

no.

percent

no.

percent

Box Elder
1870
1880
1890
1900
1910
1920
1930
1940
1950

9
12
16
21
23
25
25
25
25

4
5
8
13
15
16
16
15
13

44.4
41.7
50.0
61.9
65.2
64.0
64.0
60.0
52.0

4
5
6
6
6
8
8
10
12t

44.4
41.7
37.5
28.6
26.1
32.0
32.0
40.0
48.0

1
2
2
2
2
1
1
0
0

Summit
1870
1880
1890
1900
1910
1920
1930
1940
1950

7
8
10
16
16
16
17
17
17

85.7
75.0
60.0
50.0
50.0
50.0
52.9
52.9
29.4

1
2
3
6
6
6
6
6
lOt

14.3
25.0
30.0
37.5
37.5
37.5
35.3
35.3
58.8

0
0
1
2
2
2
2
2
2

6
6
6
8
8
8
9
9
5t

no. percent
11.2
16.6
12.5
9.5
8.7
4.0
4.0

10.0
12.5
12.5
12.5
11.8
11.8
11.8

* An additional 3 small abandoned burial plots in Box Elder and 6 in
Summit County were not included in this table.

t Of the 12 village cemeteries listed for Box Elder in 1950, 2 have incorporated as cemetery maintenance districts, in Summit 3 LD.S . and 3
village cemeteries have incorporated as cemetery maintenance districts .
I

church to eight. The high point for church cemeteries came in 1930
when there were nine. During the early 1940's community cemeteries
increased to seven and church dropped to eight. By 1950 cem~teries
under incorporation numbered ten, six of which were in process of
combining into a cemetery maintenance district and five were church
owned (fig. 10).
Lodge cemeteries, never numerous, have found great difficulty in
surviving. During 1949 in Box Elder County two incorporated village
cemeteries changed to cemetery maintenance districts (fig. 11) and
in Summit County three community controlled and three church cemeteries combined into a single maintenance district.
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Family burial plots in isolated places were quite numerous in
pioneer days. In most cases they have ceased to be used. Some type
of inclosure protects practically all of them . One family cemetery
of considerable size is located in Oakley. This cemetery is wellinclosed and continues in use. It is regularly included in the Summit
tables.
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Fig. 10. Control agencies of cemeterie s, Summit County, 1870, 1950

The new maintenance district (1945) is a governmental unit
whose boundaries do not coincide with those of any other political unit.
It may be small or it may overlap several units including territory
in more than one county. Three elected commissioners control it.
They ' have the power to levy a tax not to exceed 10 cents on each
$100 of property valuation within the district.

Weed Eradication
The replacement of weeds with grass is slow in these cemeteries.
As of 1950 weeds covered far more territory than grass (figs. 12, 13,
14). The weed dominated cemeteries are both more numerous and of
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greater area than the grass dominated (table 10). As of 1948 20
percent of all cemeteries in Box Elder had complete coverage of grass,
24 percent had nothing but weeds. But the total picture is less encouraging. Fifty-six percent of all the cemeteries had more than half
of their area covered by weeds (fig. 15).
In Summit County there is no cemetery free of weeds (fig. 16) .
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Fig. 11. Contro l agencies of ce meteries, Box Elder County, 1870-1950

As late as 1940 two cemeteries only (Brigham City and Tremonton) in Box Elder were entirely covered with grass. Beginnings toward
grass beautification were being made in the preceding decade at Bear
River City and Corinne. During the past few years progress has been
made at Honeyville, Deweyville, and Willard.
Curbing of drives is a great aid in controlling weeds (fig. 17).
At Kaysville in Davis County and Plain City in Weber, sextons say
that the irregular border area between oiled drives and grass is actually
a weed area that requires disproportionate effort to handle. There
are no cemeteries in either Box Elder or Summit with curbing on
drives.
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Small villages have not been successful in cemetery maintenance
(fig. 18). Less than one in five is free of weeds in Box Elder County.
Freedom from weeds increases definitely in cemeteries as the popuEN
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BOX ELDER COUNTY _
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Fig. 12. Freedom from weeds on drives of cemeteries of Box Elder and Summit
Counties, 1949

lation of the community increases. Of 19 cemeteries in villages with
populations of 500 or less only one kept the weeds out (fig. 19).
Where the population reached 1,500 or more, maintenance was on
a much higher level.
Table 10.

Cemeteries free of weeds by size of village, Box Elder and
Summit Counties, Utah, 1948

Village s

Number of
villages

Free of weeds
Number
Percent

Box Elder County
Less than 500
500- 999
1,000-1,499
1,500-2,499
2,500 & over

25
16
6
1
1
1

5
1
2
0
1
1

Summit County
Less than 500
500- 999
1,000-:-1,499
1,500-2,499
2,500 & over

17
13
1
1
0
2

0
0
0
0
0
0

20.0
6.3
33.3
100.0
100.0
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Fig. 13. Weed coverage by percentage categories in cemeteries of Box Elder and
Summit Counties, 1948
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Fig. 14. Grass and weed coverage in cemeteries of Box Elder and Summit Counties,
1949

In Summit County the villages are all comparatively small. Of
the three larger ones, Park City, Kamas, and Coalville, only Coalville
cares for its cemetery on a level definitely above the average.
The field worker thus describes a small cemetery in Box Elder
County:
In contrast with the well-tilled, green, irrigated farms in
eastern Box Elder County with their clumps of trees and prosperous looking homes is the cemetery which lies about one mile
west of the L.D,S , ward meeting house, Virtually all of the farms

Fig. 15.

Under voluntary as sessments
assessments are unpa id

the

sexton

permits

weeds

to

grow

w here

in this community are under irrigation; the cemetery, although
it is not too high for water, has none. Trees surround practically
every home; there is one tree in the cemetery which has survived drought conditions. Many farmers of the area grow sugar
beets which require intensive cultivation. A few of the cemetery
lots are cleared of weeds once a year. The main highway
which passes through the village is a federal highway well
maintained and ple,asant to drive on; the entrance to the cemetery for more than a fourth of a mile is flanked in the fall of the
year on either side of the wheel tracks with tall weeds over
which it is difficult to see the top of a moving automobile.
Between the wheel tracks a heavy growth of weeds impedes
the progress of the car.
Inside the cemetery the community's prize weed patch is
to be found. Nowhere else in the precinct can anything be
Fig . 16.

These luxuriou s weeds were grow ing o n a hillside cemetery in 1948.
sive improvements have been made since

Exten-

Fig. 17. Rock curbing on driveway of a small city cemetery

found to compare with it. In other waste areas cattle graze and
.thus keep the weeds down, in the cemetery protected as it is
with a good wire-net fence , every variety of weed or plant that
is hardy enough to exist grows at will. A few exceptions only
contradict this general picture . Several lots have been fenced
in with wood, bar, pipe, rail, or iron fences. These lots give
evidence of more or less successful effort to subdue the weeds .
All in all this cemetery presents a dismal picture .

Practically all cemeteries have some lot holders who battle weeds
successfully. Among the many cemeteries in Box Elder and Summit
Coun ties which do not have water and in consequence do not have
grass, effort is directed to a losing b attle with weeds. In nearly all
of these cem eteries group effort is not involved except insofar as the
customary memorial day clean-up may be thought of as group derived.
In most cases, the m a ttel~ of working the ground is the business of the
lot owners. Among them great differ nces exist in the quality and
amount of effort.
Fig. 18. Can a small community maintain a ce metery successfully or is the answe r
to be found in a larger cemetery district

Fig. 19. Where sustained community morale has failed to emerge, sproatic improvements are soon encompassed with evidences of neglect

In Box Elder County two of the ch-y cemeteries show a condition
of worked em'th with no weeds on any lots. This reveals self respecting
community standards in the face of difficulties. Where grass may
not be planted arth must be worked more frequently if weeds are
elimina ted.
Cemetery Gates

Gates definitely receive attention in the cemeteries of both counties.
There are many kinds of gates leading to the cemeteries (table 11)
(figs. 20, 21). However the iron gate is found most often with 19
in Box Elder and 4 in Summit, Wire-net is used for 11 of the gates,
Table 11.

Types of gates leading to cemeteries, Box Elder and Summit Counties, Utah, 1949

Gates

Box Elder County

no.
Iron
Wire-net
Barb-wire
Wooden
Iron and wire-net
Wooden step
Ornamental wire
Picket
None

19
6
6
6
0
0
0
0
2

Total

39

percent
48.7
15.4
15.4
15.4

5.1
Avg. 1.16

Summ it County

no.
4
5
2
1
5
5
3
1
1
27

percent
14.8
18.5
7.5
3.7
18.5
18.5
11.1
3.7
3.7
Avg.2.0

Fig . 20. A b road gateway of a small vi llage ce metery

wire for 8, wood for 7, iron and wire-net for 5. There are 37 gates
in 23 cemeteries in Box Elder County. Two cemeteries have no gates
but are located in open fields. One cemetery in Summit County has
no gate. In the 16 cemet ries with gates, there are a total of 26 gates.
In Box Elder there are two wooden gates for pedestrians only. In
Summit County five of the six pedestrian gate· are of the step (stile)
variety and one is made of ornamental wire and iron.
The entrances to cemeteries in Box Elder and Summit are, on
the whole, plain and built for utility. A few cemeteries hav attracFig. 21 . An iron -w ire ce me tery gatew a y in a t hriving trade ce nte r of Bo x Elder Coun ty
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tive gates. Of these some are noted for beauty in the materials used
and some for the design in style and unique combination of materials
and shrubs. This is true of Brigham City Cemetery which has a fine
iron gate in the northwest corner banked on each side by shrubs of
varying heights. Tremonton has an attractive gate as has Bear River
City and Garland, all in Box Elder County. Coalville in Summit County has a well designed entrance.
Lot Enclosures

Perhaps nowhere are the rewards of cooperation with others more
rewarding than in collaboration between cemetery lot owners to obtain
landscape planning of entire cemeteries. Possibly nowhere are the
penalties of catering to the individual more obvious than in the hodgepodge of individually planned lots with no central unifying idea.
Table 12.

Lot inclosures in cemeteries, Box Elder and Summit Counties, Utah, 1949

Lot inclosures

Cement coping
Iron
Wire-net
Rail
Picket
Single board
Lumber
Rock
Chain
Iron and wood
Ornamental wire
Pipe
Marble
Wood and pipe
Total inclosures

Box Elder County

no.
113
33
25
26
15
0
2
2
1
0
2
0
0
219

percent
51.6
15.1
11.4
11.9
6.8
.9
.9
.5
.9

Avg.8.8

Summit County

no.
446
49
18
3
21
56
24
10
4
3
0
2
1

percent
69.9
7.7
2.8
.4
3.3
8.8
3.8
1.6
.6
.4

.3
.2
.2
638 Avg.37.5

Fig. 22. Although landscape architects strongly discourage cement copings and fences
around family lots some communities build extensive walls around them
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Yet in both Summit and Box Elder Counties individualism still
reigns. The chief types of cemetery lot enclosures in descending order
of use are: in Box Elder County, cement coping, iron, rail, wire-net,
and picket; in Summit County, cement coping, board, iron, lumber,
picket, wire-net, and rock (table 12). The average number of lot
enclosures in cemeteries of Box Elder is only 8.8 enclosures to the
cemetery, while in Summit, it is 37.5.
Table 13.

Percentage of cemeteries with improvement items, Box
Elder and Summit Counties, Utah, 1949

Impro vement item

Fence in good condition
Road to cemetery graveled or oiled
Gates in good repair
Drives in cemetery graveled or oiled
Sexton services available
Piped water coverage 100 percent
Free of weeds
Grass and shrubs coverage 100 percent
Unified direction
Good records 70 percent or more
Superior revenue system
Landscape plan
Total

Box Elder County

no.
20
19
17
13
12
5
5
5
5
4
4
1
25

percent
80.0
76.0
68.0
52.0
48.0
20.0
20.0
20.0
20.0
16.0
16.0
4.0
100.0

Summit County

no.
14
13
12
9
8
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
17

percent
82.4
76.5
70.6
52.9
47.1
5.9

100.0

Of more than a dozen types of lot fences in use in these counties
the two most numerous-cement coping and iron fences-strongly enthrone the individualists (fig. 22). In Summit County 77.6 percent
and in Box Elder 66.7 percent of all lot enclosures are of cement
or iron.
Significantly at variance with this custom are the teachings rural
young people are receiving in the art and landscape architecture departments of the colleges. This folkway (lot enclosures) has long since
been abandoned in many progressive communities. There can be
little doubt that it should be recognized as an undesirable residue
and . qe sup'planted with a system of unified planning. All lot fences
could well be removed from cemeteries. A fence surrounding the
entire cemetery is ample protection from irresponsible animals.
The proportion of cemeteries in Box Elder and Summit Counties
that have made headway with specific items of improvement is shown
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in table 13. Few cemeteries have gone beyond the first five items:
( 1) oiling or graveling of roads to the cemetery, (2) keeping cemetery
fences in good condition, (3) maintaining gates in good repair, (4)
graveling or Oiling drives within the cemetery, and (5) · making sextons' services available. It is with the remaining items that healthy
attention must be given if continuing progress is to be achieved: (6 )
piped water, (7) freedom from weeds, (8) grass, tree, and shrub
coverage, (9) unified direction, (10) good records, (11) satisfactory
revenue system, and (12) landscape plan.

CEMETERY REVENUE
EVENUE devices in most cemeteries of Summit and Box Elder
- Counties are unsatisfactorily organized and are inadequate. Sixty
percent of all cemeteries in Box Elder and 8 or 47 percent of all
cemeteries in Summit do not have adequate revenue systems. Irregular,
unorganized, and incidental revenue accruals are inadequate to sustain
maintenance on a desirable level. This leaves 10 cemeteries in Box
Elder and 9 in Summit that have developed regularized sources of
income. These systems will be discussed briefly from the standpoints
of: ( 1) dependability, (2) ease of collection, (3) equitableness of
levy, and (4) sufficiency.

R

Table 14.

Types of revenue systems in cemeteries of Box Elder and
Summit Counties, Utah, 1949

Types of reve nue

Taxation, general fund (city limits)
Taxation, special cemetery levy
(cemetery district)
Perpetual care only
Regularized voluntary allotments only

Box Elder Cou nty

no. percent
3
12.0
8.0

Su mmit Count y

no.
0

percent

35.2

2
0
1

4.0

6
0
0

2

8.0

0

1

4.0

2

1
0

4.0

0
1

5.9

No revenue system

15

60.0

8

47.1

Total

25

100.0

17

100.0

Combined taxation, lot assessment
and perpetual care
Combined taxation, and regularized
voluntary payment
Combined taxation, and regularized
assessments
Other types

11.8
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Dependability of Cemetery Revenue

The most dependable means of obtaining revenue are the tax levy
and perpetual care, collected in full at time of sale of lot. Two cemeteries in Box Elder and six in Summit have superior means of getting
revenue from the standpoint of dependability (table 14). An assessment per lot for maintenance set by the town or village board
and collected by the town clerk is likely to yield more than a similar
assessment set and collected by a religious or lodge official, although
an active cemetery committee has at times done fully as well as a
town clerk. Where, however, a definite assessment per lot is levied
by a governmental unit and a regularly constituted official is designated to collect the assessment, results; although never on a complete
or satisfactory basis, are likely to stabilize at a fairly definite amount.
Allotments or special levies by religious, lodge, or other miscellaneous
agencies are likely to have less follow-up and be least dependable.
On this basis of classification, in Summit, 35 percent are superior for
dependability, about 18 percent are inferior, and 47 percent have no
revenue system; in Box Elder 12 percent are superior for dependability,
12 percent are average, 16 percent are inferior, and 60 percent are
without systems.
Ease of Collection

The collection of cemetery revenue has been difficult in the two counties. The problem is complicated not only by comparatively low
maintenance mores but by absentee lot owners. Where jobs are unstable, mobility is high and address records unreliable. Any form of
lot assessment is difficult to collect. The addition, however, of a mill
or more to the tax load f0r cemetery maintenance adds little to collection burdens, for tax assessment and collection machinery is already
in operation. Much less burdensome a~so is the "perpetual care" charge
where the full amount is collected at lot sale. Properly invested, the
earnings maintain the lot and come in without the necessity of sending
out notices. Where individual lot owners pay the sexton an annual
amount, an indirect means of getting needed funds is involved. Here
the "headache" is transferred from the clerk to the sexton.
On the basis of ease of collecting revenues for cemeteries having
revenue systems 24 percent of the cemeteries in Box Elder and 35
percent of those of Summit operate with a minimum cost of time
and money. Four percent of Box Elder cemeteries and 12 percent of
Summit's require considerable expenditure of time and money; 12
percent in Box Elder and 6 percent in Summit use large amounts of
time and money for collections.
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Adequacy of revenue systems among cemeteries in Box
Elder and Summit Counties, Utah, 1949

Adequacy of
revenue systems

Box Elder County

no.

Summit County

percent

no.

percent

1. Superior
3
Cemetery tax levy and/ or perpetual
care sufficiently high

12.0

6

35.2

2. Average
Low assessments by incorporated
places and/ or perpetual care or
general tax fund of insufficient
amount

3

12.0

o

3. Inferior
Voluntary allotments and
voluntary services

1

4.0

o

4. Other

3

12.0

3

17.7

15

60.0

8

47.1

6

24.0

6

35.2

2. Considerable cost in time and money 1

4.0

2

11.8

3

12.0

1

5.9

15

60.0

8

47.1

Dependability

5. No revenue system

Ease of collecting revenue
1. Small cost in time and money

3. High cost in time and money
4. No revenue system

EqUitableness of levy
1. All reached according to ability
to payor derived benefit

o

2. Many escape assessment burden

25

100.0

17

100.0

o

Sufficient for:
1. Good fence, gates and roadway only 18

72.0

14

82.3

2. 1, plus part-time sexton who cares
for some grass

3

12.0

3

17.7

3. 1, and 2, plus part-time sexton
who cares for full grass, shrubs,
and trees

3

12.0

o

4. 1, 2, and 3, plus full-time sexton
who cares for grass, shrubs, and
trees, and has other specialized
services

1

4.0

o
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Equitableness of Levy, The Benefit Principle of
Raising Cemetery Revenue

Some cemeteries, such as Wasatch Lawn in Salt Lake City, use perpetual care as the sole source of revenue. Others like Kaysville use it
in part. This system is based on the benefit theory which is the basis
of the law of special assessments. Each lot holder, depending on the
size of lot, pays exactly the same lump sum for perpetual care. The
benefit is regarded as the same.
If equality of benefit may be regarded as equitable, the perpetual
maintenance plan collected in full at sale or lease of lot provides a
higher degree of equity than any other method, for everyone pays a
full share.
Cemetery revenue through tax levies · also have definite advantages. Among these are: ( 1) all are forced to bear a share of maintenance burdens, (2) revenues are likely to be more adequate and
(3) more dependable, (4) collection is inexpensive, and (5) burdens
are roughly according to ability to pay.
Sufficiency of Cemetery Revenue Systems

Even though the programs in the majority of cemeteries are limited
the cemeteries are nearly always short of funds to do what is attempted.
It is only the largest cemeteries that have enough to manage
successfully (table 15). Brigham City, (pop. 6,777) has a successful revenue system. A total of $13,322.87 was spent on her cemetery
in 1948. Of this amount $8,749.87 was supplied from the general
fund and $4,573.00 from burial permits and sale or lease of lots.
Residents within the city limits pay $40 per lot and those living outside $60.
Another community which has made intelligent effort to develop
a good revenue system is Kaysville which also serves Layton, and
adjacent neighborhoods in Davis County.
Available revenue plus voluntary labor is sufficient to provide a
good fence, a gate, and a roadway for 82.3 percent of all cemeteries
in Summit County and 72 percent in Box Elder County (table 15).
These improvements are not minimum maintenance standards below
which cemeteries do not fall, for 28 percent in Box Elder County and
18 percent in Summit County do fall below these low requirements. It
may be said rather that these three evidences of care constitute minimum standards for the great majority of cemeteries in both counties.
Revenue is enough to provide in addition to a fence, a gate, and
a roadway, a part time sexton for 18 percent of the cemeteries of Sum-
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mit and 12 percent of those in Box Elder County. At this point effort
stops in Summit County. No higher level of maintenance is reached.
Revenue is enough to provide full grass, shrubs, and tree coverage
for 12 percent of the cemeteries in Box Elder County. Revenue is
also adequate to provide in addition enough for a full-time sexton
with occasional employment of specialists such as a community planner, landscape architects, or engineer for 4 percent of the cemeteries
of Box Elder County.
Variation in Revenue Planning According to Control Agencies

The comparatively undeveloped state of cemetery revenue devices in
the two counties is clearly indicated in table 16. Only four cemeteries
in Box Elder and none in Summit have well developed systems. The
great majority of the cemeteries in both counties either have inferior
revenue arrangements or none at all. The few fairly good systems that
have been devised are all controlled by local governments. A
large proportion of church controlled cemeteries are small and have
not thus far developed sufficiently to have revenue systems.
Table 16.

Percentage of cemetery revenue systems rated by control
agencies Box Elder and Summit Counties, Utah, 1948
Summit County

Adequacy of revenue _ _B_o_x _E_ld_e_
r C
_ o_u_n--.!
ty'---_
systems

Superior
Perpetual care or
tax supported
or both

Community

no. %
4 16.0

~i,~'~'h

no.

Community

L.D.S.
Church

Lodge or
family

no.

no.

no.

o

o

o

o

1

5.9

o

o

%

%

%

Average
Lot assessment
with good
follow through

1

4.0

o

Inferior
Lot assessment
with mediocre
or poor
follow through

3

12.0

1

4.0

2

11.8

1

5.0

1

5.9

None
No revenue

4

16.0

12

48.0

4

23.5

7

41.2

1

5.9

12

48.0

13

52.0

7

41.2

8

47.0

2

11.8

Total
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SOCIAL ORIGINS IN CEMETERY CONTROL AND MAINTENANCE

"
A

study of the social inventions devised by a people reveals better
than anything else their ability to adjust to the inexorable demands of change. Although an individual may lose himself in endless
searching for new, untried innovations, and groups without stability
may carry people into social experiments that are dangerous, it nevertheless remains true that both the individual and the group are liable
to regimentation in habits and ~ustoms that presently are out of line
with trends and movements so that personality and progress are retarded. If regimentation is excessive, outworn residues may become
so inb'enched that progress is at or near standstill.
The term "social invention" as used here is a definitely established
means of counteracting a b'end out of harmony with the vortex of
b'ends and operating against the purposes or values to which the group
subscribes. It is a definitely devised corrective or restorer which brings
about a solution to a problem situation.
Social inventions may be expected to be at a minimum among
preliterate peoples where custom still rules supreme, or where socialism
or statism removes or reduces free initiative. They may also be far
less than the general welfare requires in democratic counb'ies where
the organs of opinion and propaganda are strongly influenced by
interests that do not desire to have maladjustments rectified and where
institution capture by such interests is tolerated. Still again they may
be few among a people who worship the past or whose leaders are
preponderately aged, or whose customs, folkways, and mores have
become unduly charged with ritual and where method and principle
have achieved sanctity so that appraisal in relation to effectiveness in
achieving goals is limited or not made.
In the light of the importance of adjustment the reader is invited
to consider some of the adjustment efforts which this study has found
in the area covered. Social inventions in the cemetery field in these
counties are not numerous. Consider the inter-lodge experiment at
Glenwood cemetery in Park City.
Inter-Lodge Cooperation at Glenwood Cemetery-Paternalism

The plan: About 1887 Edward and Joseph Therrot gave one acre of
ground to the following lodges for a cemetery: Masons, Elks, Knights
of Pythias, Odd Fellows, Royal Order of Moose, Woodman of the
World, Ancient Order of United Workman, and Modern Woodman
of America. 7
These lodges agreed that the cemetery should be controlled by
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representatives from the lodges on the basis of one representative
for each plot put to use. There were eight plots in the cemetery.
The officers were to be a president, a vice-president, a secretary-treasurer, and a water master. Each lodge member was to be given free
of charge a lot 8 x 13 feet, sufficient for four persons. If he needed
more space another lot was to be given him.
RESULTS: The Glenwood cemetery saw its best days between
1905-1922. The sexton took care of individual lots for 50 cents a
month or $3 a season. Many lot holders took advantage of his services. This with good over-all care of fences and drives, by the
lodge organization, gave the cemetery a fairly favorable appearance.
By 1950, however, a long period of decline culminated in these
conditions:
One officer only remains: the president, who also acts as secretary.
The city cemetery sexton makes the excavations charging $20
per interment.
The fence is still in fair condition-a 4 foot wire-net fence with
an iron gate.
There are three ' trees in poor shape.
Shrubbery consists of a few scattered lilacs and rose bushes.
A heavy growth of weeds flourishes everywhere.
Lot inclosures are numerous: cement coping 78, single board 56,
iron 2, iron and chain 2, picket 1, pipe 1, pipe and wood 1, marble,
iron, and wood 1.
There is no present evidence of planted grass.
There are five water hydrants, two and one-half feet above
ground. None have present connection with water.
There is a small unpainted single room tool building.
Apparent causes of relative failure:
High job mobility among miners with resulting loss of addresses
of lot owners.
Low morale among lot owners. In 1945, 180 cards were sent out
requesting payment of the $3 annual assessment. A total of $55 was
collected. Later assessment was reduced to $1. Results were still
poor.
7-Information obtained from oral interviews supplemented by some w ritten data from J. Frank Payne, a resident in Park City since 1881, J. C.
Watson, formerly secretary of Glenwood cemetery, and George C. Butler, present president.
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Lack of sustained inter-lodge cooperation of a type necessary to
obtain high grade voluntary cooperation of lot owners. On the
whole it appears that the lodges did not find an effective form of
cemetery organization, or a satisfactory maintenance system, or a
stable source of revenue. Poor maintenance is characteristic.
The Women of Bear River City Initiate a Cemetery
Development-Inter-Group Cooperation

On the west rim of Bear River, curving southeast at this pOint lies
the city cemetery, two blocks east of Highway 30, which is Bear
River City's main street. Here some noteworthy community enterprise
has found expression. The initiation of successful effort was through
the women of the community and the pioneering period of demonstration was under their direction.
About 1870 the Bear River cemetery began to be used as an
L.D.S. Church cemetery. In 1884 the village was incorporated and
the cemetery was taken over. No plat was made until 1888. A long
period of individualism followed. ' Picket, and later iron fences, became
numerous. Then came cement copings, and pipe fences.
In 1938 under the auspices of a local unit of Better Homes in
America, a petition signed by 73 lot holders was presented to the
town board requesting that the board make a small assessment on the
holders of cemetery property for the employment of a sexton to care
for and water the grass, shrubs, and :Bowers which they proposed to
plant.
Jensen (1947) attributes most of the drive which culminated
in marked improvements in the Bear River City cemetery to the
Bear River City Garden Club, organized in 1936 with 10 married
women. At this time the cemetery was covered with sagebrush
and sandburs. The ground was uneven and on the east side toward
Bear River lay the village dump ground.
Among the improvements Mrs. Jensen describes are these: Between 1937-1940 the Garden Club directed the leveling of the cemetery
grounds and the covering of the dump yard. They used the services
of Brigham City plumbers in extending the pipe lines and hydrants.
The first important improvement was the planting of grass and the
placing of the rock border along the northeast portion of the cemetery.
Since everything had to be done through voluntary effort, each member of the club pl~nted her own lot to grass and kept the grass in good
condition. Friends were persuaded to do the same. Funds were
raised by selling refreshments on Memorial Day, by sponsoring dances
and :Boor shows at which refreshments were sold. Parties were given
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and quilts were raffled. A garden lunch was sponsored at which cover
charges were made.
During the first year no fee was levied for maintenance. Each
club member took responsibility for a week at a time for cutting
and watering the grass. The second year a charge of $5.00 .per lot
was set for maintenance. At the end of the third year sixty lots
were in grass and under care. Forty Norway maples purchased by
the club had been planted. Having made this initial effort, the club
requested the city government to take over the cemetery and operate
it in the interest of everyone, which it agreed to do. The Garden Club's
interest did not stop, however. In 1942 it persuaded the city council
to buy a rainmaker at an outlay of $700, which greatly assisted the
sexton now employed for the season at $600, to care for the enlarged
area.
Under the leadership of the Garden Club many local organizations and many people entered into the cemetery enterprise cooperatively so that participation and support became community wide-a fine
demonstration of voluntary pioneering along secular or non-religious
lines but with favorable church attitudes towards it.
Although the Bear River City cemetery provides a good example
of a voluntary drive for improvement of some magnitude it is still
at the present time without an adequate system of revenue and the
sustaining area is small.
Adjustment at Plain City, Weber County-Orderly Transition

Inter-institutional cooperation involving a shift from cemetery control
by one institution to control by another and from poor to good maintenance is shown in the cemetery at Plain City.
Plain City was settled in 1859 on good land above the brackish
lowland marshes near the mouth of the Weber River. The principal
and almost the only resource is farm land which is limited in amount.
Social attitudes and group morale have been influenced profoundly at Plain City by ( 1) a limited land base in relation to accepted ideas of large families; (2) limited water rights for irrigation; .
and (3) an early (1871) bitter religiOUS schism involving an apostacy
of about a sixth of the population from the L.D.S. Church.
Out of these conditions attitudes hardened. Interest in -public
improvements tended to decline. The total weight of cultural influences
brought regimentation and social ruts. .
In 1937, 78 years after the village was first settled, the cemetery
at Plain City was still the community's outstanding weed patch. No-
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where else were the small rapier pointed sandburs as numerous. For
no other occasion did the bare-foot boys so readily put on their shoes
as for funerals. Located within the village on a principal road
leading to Ogden, the neglected cemetery accentuated a drab appearance. The cemetery land was the property of the L.D.S. Church.
As decade succeeded decade the Plain City cemetery maintained
intact its unattractive features. The fence was in poor condition most
of the time. The barb-wire gates were hard to unhinge. Drives
were matted with weeds. Fenced lots served more to inclose weeds
than to ke~p them out. The great majority of the lots were in a
state of neglect.
.
A well-loved woman of this village died in the early thirties.
A son demurred at burying his mother in a cemetery so poorly maintained. The bishop of the ward sensing the presence of a d.ynamic force
which might be sufficient to bring about a much needed improvement~
appointed the demUrring son chairman of the cemetery committee
and promised it the support of the bishopric. Coordination began.
Janitorial work at the church was a part time job. The janitor was
also employed as sexton. Assessments were levied on each lot. Some
paid, some ignored the notices. Only lots with paid up levies were
watered and mowed. Records were examined and notices sent to
owners living in other towns. The absent owners responded rather
well. After nine years of work the committee was able to say that
about 65 percent of the cemetery was in grass and in good maintenance. Weed patches, still numerous and scattered, dominated the
appearance of the cemetery. In spite of many efforts to get all owners
to support the committee, more than one-third refused to collaborate.
Community leaders finally became convinced that a satisfactory solution
to the problem required three things: ( 1) incorporation of the village,
(2) transfer of the cemetery to the village, (this the church was
willing to do) , and (3) organization of a cemetery district under state
law.
In 1945, following village incorporation, a cemetery district was
organized with authority to levy a one mill tax. The levy yielded
about $600. More funds were needed, so the voluntary method in
which the people were schooled was continued in the form of a day
of celebration called Potato Day. The net proceeds, amounting in
1948 to $400, went to the cemetery.
Today a ' nice ornamental wire fence extends full length along
both ,streets bordering the cemetery. Street weeds have disappeared.
Inside the fences grass and shrubs cover the entire area which is well
maintained. People of Plain City think the creation of a district was
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one of the best things the town ever did. They are proud of their
cemetery. The former chairman of the L.D.S. Church committee
is now the chairman of the cemetery commission.
South Summit Organizes an Experiment in Cemetery
Organ ization-A Lions Club Development

Before organization of the cemetery district in 1949 three of the six
cemeteries were under the control of local government and three
were under control of the L.D.S. Church.
Each community, however small, owned and maintained its own
cemetery.
None of the cemeteries in the south Summit area were in a state
of good maintenance.
Individual lot ownership and control were universal. Neglected
lots were interspersed with individually planned lots so that the appearance of the cemetery as a whole was ill fitting, a dilemma from
which the individual owner could not extricate himself.
A considerable amount of work at irregular intervals has been
done on each of the six cemeteries.
For many years the six communities of south Summit had been
organized together in a consolidated school district. Education had
greatly improved. Was the consolidated school with its six community
base to be a pattern suitable for other fields or an isolated and unique
development in education? In 1946-1947 a committee of the Kamas
Lions Club whose chairman was a resident of Woodland, began to
advocate something new in cemetery organization. It proposed that:
A cemetery district be organized under state law covering
the same six community area as comprised the consolidated
school district.
Each small community cemetery be preserved and beautified. Instead of having one large consolidated cemetery for
all villages five or six would be sustained.
Administration and maintenance of all the cemeteries be
centralized under the three elected cemetery commissioners
required in the cemetery act.
Each local community not having a cemetery water system
be responsible for installing <?ne and also for helping with
the initial leveling, planting of grass, trees, and shrubs,
graveling of drives, and improvements of fences.
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Fig. 23. Communities included in the south Summit cemetery district
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Thereafter, maintenanCe of all the cemeteries be in the
hands of personnel consisting of one or two men employed by
and responsible to the cemetery commissioners. A small truck
could be used to transport a power mower and other needed
equipment from cemetery to cemetery.
This plan found favor with the people who voted by an overwhelming majority to establish the district.
There is now being launched in south Summit (fig. 23) a social
experiment which could .-turn into a social invention of importance.
It combines in an organized form cooperative activity in a two-fold
form in both of which the people have had successful experience in
some phases: (1) the single community, and (2) the inter-community
cluster or trade area. Maintenance is centralized in the inter-community district. The cemetery remains in each community and will
presumably continue to bear the community name. The community will
be expected to participate in initial improvements and in later major
developments.
Whether the limited 1 mill tax permitted under the law will be
sufficient to maintain adequately the 5 small cemeteries now operating
or whether the weight of experience will lead to genuine consolidation
remains for the future to determine.
Kaysville-Layton Cemetery

The cemetery at Kaysville is called Kaysville-Layton cemetery.
It is used jOintly by the two communitie~ but is owned by Kaysville.

(fig. 24). During its early history it was under L.D.S. Church
direction. Lots were then free. The bishop gave lots to families as
needed and the digging of graves was done by voluntary work of
friends and neighbors.
As early as 1868 individuals were buying their cemetery lots
from Kaysville city, 'paying for them by working out their poll tax
on the roads. The undertaker was the sexton and he took care of
interments. Individuals took care of their own lots.
In 1915 the upkeep of the cemetery was in charge of a sexton.
Individuals purchased lots from the city but they paid the sexton
$6 a year to mow and water grass on family lots. This resulted in a
patchy looking cemetery.
After 1926 all new lots were sold under perpetual care. A lot
18 x 18 feet at present costs $150 for perpetual care. Fractions of
lots are sold at reduced prices. Lot owners . who purchased before
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1926 are encouraged to pay for perpetual care, where they do not do
so they pay the sexton $6 a year. If this payment is not made each
year no further interments are allowed and after six years of nonpayment the lot reverts back to the city. Lots cost $25 each and
interments cost $15 for an adult, $10 for a child, and $6 for an
infant.

Fig. 24. Road system and location of rural families outside of the incorporated units
which are served by the Kaysville cemetery

The entire cemetery is in grass and shrubbery. Fine groupings
of evergreens are interspersed with other grouping of ornamental
trees; the weeping willow, the walnut, and the boxelder. Evidences
of unified planning are quite numerous. New trees, shrubs, and flowers
may be planted by lots owners only after permission from . the city
council. Lots are not enclosed. Monuments are of many types. The
flat, slightly sloping variety shows the more recent cemetery trend
toward democratic concepts expressing equality.
Some problems remain. The great majority of the lots were sold

I

Fig. 25. This lovely rural cemetery serves two large villages and several neighborhoods. It is maintained by the city government of one of the villages under
a system of perpetual care and limited taxation

under perpetual care agreements at a figure that cannot sustain present
wages arid present equipment costs. The 1943 increase from $125
to $150 is still not commensurate with the increase in the general
price level which has taken place.
Significant improvements that additional funds are needed for
are:
The present water supply is inadequate during the latter part
of the 's ummer and is particularly so in dry summers as in 1949.
An automatic piped sprinkling system would conserve water and
improve the appearance of the cemetery. The present system of dragging rubber hose from hydrant to hydrant i expensive in labor cost
and is out of line with good method.
Cement curbing along the drives would also greatly improve their
appearance. Overlapping grass and some weed make the dividing
line between grass and drive irregular and a constant source of undue
la bor and concern on the part of the sexton.
Kaysville and Layton with surrounding small neighborhoods provide a sufficient base to support a good cemetery (fig. 25 ) . With good
planning and sustained purpose, problems which have thwarted many
Utah communities have been successfully solved.
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Social Innovations Seldom Emerge in Small Cemeteries

A cemetery serving a small open country farm community of 329
population in 1940 is representative in many ways of a large number
of cemeteries in other small communities of both counties. It is
impossible to find anything good to say about this cemetery.
In character of maintenance, outlay for improvements, and matters
of community pride, it falls far below what people do for their
farms or homes and far below what every other institution in the
village does with its physical properties.
Area or district planning on an inter-community base minimizes
the ill effects of cemetery abandonment now slowly taking place (fig.
26).
WHAT OF THE FUTURE

T

HE trends that have been encountered in the course of this investigation may be considered under seven headings: (1) shifts
in control; (2) acceptance of aesthetic elements; (3) consolidation;
( 4) abandonment of voluntary maintenance procedures; (5) acceptance
of group planning; (6) increased regulation, and (7) greater Christian
motivation.
Shifts in Control

In communities that are declining in population there is little
evidence of changes in cemetery control. Most of these cemeteries are
L.D.S. Church owned, and are charcterized by individual lot owner-

Fig. 26. On e of several abandoned ce mete ri es in Summ it Cou nty.
w ell ma inta ined, ot he rwise th e return t o natu re is co mpl ete .

The f ence is
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ship and maintenance. In communities that are growing in population
or that are holding their own, a rather marked shift towards public
ownership is taking place. Public ownership often brings piped water,
sexton maintenance, and tax support. Family cemeteries are disappearing, lodge cemeteries have not succeeded, L.D.S. Church owned
cemeteries are declining, publicly owned cemeteries-are increasing either
under incorporated unit control or under the 1945 maintenance law.
It is quite probable that the great majority of publicly contr9lled
cemeteries organized in the future will operate under this law because
of the superior advantages that inhere in it. Although only one
cooperatively organized cemetery was found in this study this
cemetery is thought by the writers to be the most beautiful, best
planned, and in many ways the most superior cemetery encountered.
Acceptance of Aesthetic Elements

Twenty-five years ago beautiful rural cemeteries were unknown
in either county. Only cities could have lovely resting places for
their dead. With cemeteries as with other things rural people are
finding that they can have much of what cities enjoy through superior
organization along group lines.
At the present time attention to beauty in cemetery planning and
maintenance has become an established phase of thinking in the
larger villages and in some of the smaller ones. In most of the latter
it exists mainly in scanty evidence of hopes for something better.
Stunted, dried out bushes, flowers, shrubs, or trees with patches here
and there of ground cleared of weeds bear testimony more to aspirations than to realizations. When water becomes available green grass
comes first; flowers, shrubs, and ornamental trees follow.
With the drives, utilitarian matters dominate the early picture,
first the dirt is surfaced, then gravel is added. During the gravel era
weeds are usually allowed to grow. When oil surfacing comes more
refined ideas of beauty begin to appear. By 1950 only a small
minority of the cemeteries of eith€r county have reached this stage.
The beautification of entrances to the cemetery has developed
slowly. Beginning with the barb-wire gate many of which may
be found, the usual development is to the board gate on hinges, to
the ornamental wire gate, to the iron gate, to the rock pillared
entrance' often without a gate. Commendable attention to the cemetery
entrance has been given at Brigham City, at Coalville, at Tremonton,
at Bear . River City, at Kaysville, and at Wasatch Lawn cemeteries,
the first four being located in the two counties studied. The use of
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specialists to design the cemetery entrance has hardly crossed the borders of social thinking in either county. Colleges, high schools,
county governments, churches, private business, and many private
homes employ landscape architects to give special attention to
the entrance. Incipient evidences were encountered related to the
presence of increasing numbers of soldier dead, that well planned
memorial entrances might emerge. Whether through the idea of a
memorial or through direct general action, the beautiful distinctive
cemetery entrance seems not too far away in some communities.
The road leading to the cemetery is getting some attention along
utilitarian lines. Planning for beauty has had no discernible consideration. It should have more for here also is a strategic area for
improvement.
A grass carpeted gathering place for special occasions may be
found in some of the larger cemeteries. Here there is an iron flag
pole with surrounding space for movable seats which may be brought
in for use during a memorial day or other special program.
The lack of beauty and the meager evidences of care in so many
Utah cemeteries may provide some explanation for the growth here
of patterns dealing with excessive monument building and extravagant
expenditures for flowers. If this is the case these patterns are 'compensations for an uneasy feeling of inadequacy or guilt because of not
providing satisfactorily for the final resting places of loved ones gone.
Evidences are appearing, particularly at Wasatch Lawn cemetery of
corrective planning to reduce these aberrational developments. Perhaps
the future will bring more basic beauty and dignity, greater simplicity,
less ostentation and extravagance, and more Christian motives in Utah
burial practices.
Consolidation

Although in view of its importance consolidation of cemeteries into
larger districts has received but little attention in the area studied,
there is one six-community cemetery district that has moved towards
consolidation in Summit County. Here, however, consolidation is
being achieved in administration only. Present indications are that
all 5 cemeteries will be continued. There are a number of evidences
that consolidation will receive much more attention in the future.
Among them are:
Good roads and the automobile are forcing attention to the increasing inadequacy of the small community cemetery planned in
the days of horse-drawn conveyances.
The costliness of the small cemetery (when improved) in com-
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paris on with that of the large cemetery with , a large taxable base,
is be'c oming more and more evident in operating the incorporated unit
cemetery where the taxable base is too small.
Experience . with consolidated schools in Utah, which operate
under the same compelling conditions, has demonstrated the superiority
of the consolidated school over the one room small community school.
The facts seem to say, a small community cannot maintain a good
cemetery any better than it can maintain a good school. The small
village can have a good cemetery through consolidation. The 1945
Cemetery Maintenance Act opens the way for this.
Consolidation of cemeteries is actually taking place to some extent without much planning. The more progressive people of the small
communities increasingly purchase lots in larger cemeteries that are
well maintained and bury their dead there. This means that many
of the small cemeteries are dying being hit both by declining populations and by declining use.
The strength of the Cemetery Maintenance Act 'of 1945, however,
lies more (insofar as consolidation is concerned) in its permissive
aspects than in its positive features. In this respect it contrasts sharply with the School District Act (Utah Code annotated 1943) which
definitely accepts the system of school consolidation, establishes the
county as the administrative unit, and makes provisions for the creation of sub-districts.
Cemetery maintenance and public school maintenance are heirs to
the same types of problems and are amenable to much the same
solutions.
It will be useful to the reader to consider in this connection a
realignment of the population that is taking place under the influence
of the automobile and good roads. Neighborhoods are declining,
while trade centers are increasing in population and are providing
superior goods and services for more and more people who live in
surrounding neighborhoods and small communities. There are many
trade centers in Utah where people go, not only to trade, but for
recreational, health, educational, and cultural services. These trade
areas including surrounding small villages and neighborhoods are
natural communities. With. their development the foundations for cooperative efforts along many lines have been extended to, a larger
base. School consolidation is only one aspect of this human shift
that good roads and faster travel have made pOSSible. Utah's progress
in education is greater than that of many states that have not accepted school consolidation. Rural Utah's success in cemetery maintenance may lag as it has in the past or it may move forward at an
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accelerated rate depending on whether or not organization of cemetery efforts becomes accomodated to sound underlying movements.
The acceptance of the principle of consolidation of cemeterie
holds the key to successful maintenance at reduced costs for many
areas (fig. 27).
Abandonment of Voluntary Procedures

Voluntary responsibility on the part of the lot owner has predominated
in all the small cemeteries within the area of tudy. It is still found
in some public controlled cemeterie. However, in the latter an abridgment of the free enterprise principle in favor of social or group responsibility has grown steadily. U ually the first step in the advance
of social responsibility is to get incorporation of the village or district,
then comes the getting of piped water, then the employment of a
sexton. Sometimes voluntary assessments are continued after incorporation. q'his take two forms: ( 1) the annual allotment which
is difficult to collect, and (2) perpetual upkeep. The latter is paid
in lump' urn at the time the lot is purchased and works out well
in most cases. Results are never entirely atisfactory until full responsibility for maint~nance has been taken over by the exton. When
full maintenance coverage of all lot has been achieved, next step
include unified planning with further limitation on the individual lot
owner in which he i enjoined from planting trees, flowers, and shrubs.
In some cases he is also greatly limited in erecting costly monuments.
Individualism has run riot in cemetery planning and maintenance.
Only through group effort is ,rural man finding that he can master
the problems of improvement. The most promising avenues appear
to be the cemetery maintenance district and the cooperative district.
Fig. 27. En trance to the Coa lvil le cemetery. This cemetery is located o n a beau tiful
site. Should co nso lidati o n eventually take pla ce in the no rth Summit area
one of the mo st bea utifu l cemeteries in Utah coul d e me rge
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Both are based on democratic processes. There can be little doubt
that it is in the expansion of group rather than individual responsibility that rural Utah communities may solve their cemetery problems.
Acceptance of Group Planning and Use of Experts

Nowhere is superior planning with the aid of experts more needed
than in cemetery building and nowhere is it more neglected. Few of
the cemeteries studied give any evidence of participation by the expert, except in the superior work of the stone cutters on the monuments.
Some of the areas that require planning are: the connecting road
leading to the cemetery, the entrance, the fence, the driveways, the
lots, and their organization, tree, flower and shrub planting, special
areas, revenue systems, record systems, and monument regulation.
Modern man has had to plan hurriedly because of the impact of
great new forces of change.' Often his plans have been inadequate.
It is only through planning, however, that he is achiemg control and
solving his problems. Far greater and better planning in the cemetery
field awaits development in rural Utah.
Increased Regulation

Few phases of American life have come under less social regulation
than the burial industry. Few need it more for the reason that in
bereavement a family is loath to bargain and suffers imposition more
easily. Without regulation burial costs have skyrocketed far above
the rising cost of living, and many evils have grown.

If European standards and controls were applied to America, the
$700,000,000 required to bury the 1,444,333 who died in 1948 would
be reduced to less than $145,000,000, a saving of more than
$550,000,000 a year. In the older cultures of Europe- England, France,
the Scandinavian countries, Switzerland-severe regulation has long
been imposed. Free enterprise Switzerland eliminated private undertakers in 1890 and now provides every citizen with a free state
funeral.
New York in 1949 became the first American state to establish
conaol over cemeteries. Thus far, however, funeral directors are not
included under the supervision of the state cemetery board.
There can be little doubt that the future will bring a large extension of controls over the burial industry including particularly
casket manufacturers, funeral directors' services, and cemeteries.
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More Christian Motivation in Burials

Out of the past stalk remnants that testify to motives not less harsh,
cruel, and arrogant than the rough days which nurtured them. Among
these were: ( 1) competitive monument building in which only the
wealthy appear to advantage, leaving the silent majority to
shrink in spirit as they mourn in sorrow; (2) ostentatious flower
displays at funerals likewise point to those who have forgotten about
equality, who know little of humbleness, and who think mainly in
words about the brotherhood of man; (3) rail fences and cement
copings around cemetery lots tell the story of a peop~e who have ex:plored the depths of individualism but have advanced little towards
integrated cooperation where group welfare takes precedence and unified planning and cooperative efforts bring expanding insights and
deeper understandings. The expensive funerals so general today testify
to the dominance of wealth values and a poverty of Christian motivation.
In all these things the writers believe there will be modification
towards greater simplicity, more genuine dignity, and a strengthening of Christian thinking. There will be less expense and less family
ostentation. Competitive monument building and excessive flower displays are likely to disappear.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Prevailing Practices

Cemeteries are located on high dry ground where drainage is good.
Although a basic need (good drainage) is achieved in this practice
it has added greatly to the difficulty of getting piped water to many
cemeteries and has perpetuated cultural lag in cemetery maintenance.
The burial of the dead is becoming increasingly a time and
money consuming responsibility. Funerals are among the most largely
attended meetings. Processions are long and add to highway hazards.
Caskets, flowers, and monuments are increasingly costly. Although
flower pieces per funeral have increased during the last twenty years,
corrective forces that have brought decreases elsewhere are now in
evidence here. This is u"ue also of extravagant and competitive monument building. The entire series of burial practices in Utah could
well be appraised and reviewed in the light of simple dignity, kindliness, American ideals, and Christian motives.
The predominant control pattern is in a committee of three, in
incorporated places it is a member of the village board, often the
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president or mayor. Under the cemetery maintenance law it is three
commissioners who serve without salary, each representing and living
in one of the three divisions of the district, from which he is elected
by the citizens at a special election.
Interments are generally in the ground in cemeteries. Cremations
are infrequent but growing in number. Mausoleum bUTials are also
infrequent.
Identifications are both on monuments or markers and in records
which vary greatly in effectiveness. Record keeping is improving
slowly. Only in the larger cemeteries are records relatively complete
and accurate.
Lot inclosures exemplify conHicting trends. In Summit, where
lot inclos res average 37.5 per cemetery, heavy cement copings continue to be built; in Box Elder, where the average -is only 8.8 inclosures to the cemetery, the trend is towards removal. Unified planning and the use of power machinery for maintenance require removal
of lot inclosures.
The practice of having a cemetery for every community had its
origin in horse and buggy days but still dominates the cemetery picture in the two counties. The prevalence of automobiles and good
roads suggests cemetery consolidation as the natural, the least expensive, and the most useful means of removing rural Utah from the
ruab ill-kept conditions which now prevail in all small cemeteries.
It appears quite clear that only through consolidation similar to that
operating with the schools is there hope for an adequate solution
of the Utah rural cemetery problem.
Well designed entrances to cemeteries are beginning to appear
in a few communities. Beyond this beginning there are few evidences
in the rural cemeteries of the two counties studied of any participation by such experts as landscape architects, cemetery planners, artists,
taxation advisors, and rural sociologists.
Cemetery and funeral customs tend to change slowly but are
nevertheless changing. Some of the more important changes noted
are: Increase in the area studied of ( 1) use of flowers, (2) ritual
and music at services, (3.) expenses per bUTial, (4) length of period
between death and interment, (5) proportion embalmed, (6) standardization of time in viewing the body, (7) number of cremations,
and ( 8) use of perpetual care of the cemetery lot. Decreases are
tai<ing place in (1) wearing of mourning clothes, (2) emotional expression at funerals, ( 3 ) height of monuments, and ( 4) neglect of
potter's field. No change was observed in length of the funeral service, the interment service, or the procession.
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Physical Conditions

Fences are rather good in the cemeteries generally. The roads leading
to the small cemeteries are in poor condition. Only in the large communities are the driveways within the cemeteries in good condition. In
the great majority of cases they are dirt or gravel surfaced. Weeds
grow luxuriantly on 66 percent of the driveways of Box Elder and 81
percent of those in Summit. In L.n.S. cemeteries 85 percent of the
driveways fall in the neglected category as compared with 42 percent
in the publicly owned.
Weeds are the bane of rural cemeteries, not only on the driveways and around the fences but also on the lots. No cemetery in
Summit County is free of weeds and four-fifths of all cemeteries in Box
Elder are more than half covered with weeds.
The lack of watering systems in both counties constitutes a large
problem and emphasizes the need for consolidation of cemeteries. In
Box Elder 64 percent of the cemeteries do not have watering systems
of any kind and 76 percent of the cemeteries of Summit are in the
same condition.
Iron gates are found on 49 percent of the gateways in Box
Elder. Summit divides its preferences between iron, wire-net, iron
and wire-net, wood step, and ornamental wire gates.
The movement to remove lot inclosures within cemeteries has
gone much further in Box Elder than in Summit. Two-hundred and
nine inclosures were found in 25 Box Elder cemeteries and 638 in 17
cemeteries of Summit. Why a custom involving extreme individualism
and operating counter to all the canons of modern cemetery improvement should increase in Summit while it is declining almost everywhere else is a matter that has not been adequately cleared during, the
study.
There is no marked difference between the two counties with
respect to the following cemetery improvement items: (1) fence condition, (2) road to cemetery oiled or graveled, (3) repair of gates,
(4) driveways graveled or oiled, and (5) sextons' services available.
Box Elder shows marked superiority in: (1) coverage of piped water,
(2) freedom from weeds, (3) grass and shrub coverage, (4) unified
direction, ( 5) record systems, and ( 6) landscape plan.
Revenue Systems

Three-fifths of Box Elder cemeteries and nearly one-half of those in
Summit have no systematized method of raising revenue.
In meeting the requirements of a good revenue system Box Elder
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has three cemeteries superior for dependability; six that involve mllllmum cost for collection; none that has high equitableness of levy,
and only one that is sufficient for all requirements of a superior cemetery. Summit, on the other hand, now has six that are superior for
dependability, six where assessments are easily collectable, none that
is highly equitable, and none that is sufficient for all the requirements
of a superior cemetery.
Social Origins

The search for patterns of adjustment that might be expected to
characterize a people whose potentialities are sound for adjustment
to the demands of progress has not been barren. Those selected for
description include:
1. A demonstration of effectiveness under public control at Kaysville in which a combination of complete perpetual care coverage with
a moderate contribution from tax funds has been made.
2. An inter-lodge effort at Park City based on paternalism and
voluntary cooperation between lot holders and the control committee
in which some measure of success was · achieved before a gradual
decline took place.
3. A community development of cemetery improvement at Bear
River City through the initiative of a women's club with a friendly
city government in the background and with widespread community
support.
4. An orderly transition at Plain City from L.D.S. Church control to incorporated village control during which fine community support developed.
5. A successful launching in south Summit under the leadership
of a Lions Club committee of an experiment in rural cemetery organization among six small communities. The attempt is being made in
this area to solve the small community cemetery dilemma not through
consolidation in which one centrally located cemetery would be selected to serve all six communities, but through organization of the
six communities into one district and centralizing administration of
all of the 5 cemeteries under three commissioners who have limited
powers of taxation. Here is an innovation which may well be observed
with interest.
Larger Base

Small village and open country living appears to be an established
mode of living in the Rocky Mountain area as it is elsewhere in rural
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America. The development of good roads and rapid means of communication along with other forces connected with urbanization have
altered basic country living. Rural man may have much more than he
had formerly. Many things, however, he can have only if he successfully adjusts to changing conditions. A larger operating base with
more people and greater resources has brought better schools. Similarly
consolidation is the means by which rural Utah may solve its baffling
cemetery problems. A burial ground for each small community is not
necessarily a community asset. In most cases in Utah it is a community liability.
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APPENDIX

(1) General Information About Box Elder and Summit Counties

THE

land area of Box Elder County is about 3 times that of Summit.
Box Elder has an area of 3,580,160 acres and Summit 1,190,400 acres.
Both counties have low population densities amounting to 3.6 per square
mile of land area (Webster's Geographical dictionary 1949). The great
majority of the populations of both are rural as shown in the 16th census
(1940). In Box Elder there are 18 hamlets (population under 250) 15 small
villages (250-1000), 2 large villages (1000-2500), and 1 small city (over 5000)
The comparable data for Summit are: 9 hamlets, 6 small villages, 1 large
village, 1 town (2500-5000) . The people living in both counties are predominantly Mormons, 81.4 percent in Box Elder and 82.3 percent in Summit in comparison with 68.8 percent in the state as a whole (Deseret News
Jan. 24, 1951) .
Mountains cover much of the land in both counties although proportionately less in Box Elder. The climate, in general, is similar, although
rainfall is greater in Summit and the air cooler in summer.
Mining is negligible in Box Elder whereas in Summit millions of dollars in silver and lead ore have been taken from the rich Ontario, DalyWest, Silver-King, and other mines in the Park City district. In the Weber
coal district near Coalville an estimated 188,300,000 tons of coal is located
in veins 4 to 12 feet in thickness. In 1946, 149,820 tons were mined (Burbank & Needham 1949).
The 1945 census of agriculture reports 1,682 farms in Box Elder County
compared with 486 in Summit. In Box Elder there were 152 farms under
10 acres, 140 under 20 but over 10; 145 between 20 and 30; 293 between
30 and 50; 403 between 50 and 100; 254 between 100 and 200, and 218
farms of more than 200 acres. In Summit County 39 farms were under 10
acres, 49 10 to 20 acres, 51 20 to 30, 102 30 to 50, 135 50 to 100, 60 100 to
200, and 17 of more than 200 acres.
.
The value of farms and buildings is also proportionately higher in
Box Elder ($17,958,769 as against $3,312,957 in Summit) . The value of land
and buildings per farm in Box Elder is $9,966 and in Summit $6,458 .
Box Elder County produces large quantities of winter wheat, alfalfa
hay, sugar beets, and fruits and vegetables. The value of all crops produced in the county in 1945 was $8,414,615. Summit County is predominantly a forage producing county. Three-fourths of the value of all crops in
the county came from alfalfa hay and clover. All crops were valued at
$846,313 in 1945. Much of this forage is fed to livestock in the county.
The value of all livestock and livestock products sold in 1945 in Summit
County amounted to $1,882,068 compared with $5,390,686 in Box Elder
County.

(2) Notes on L.D.S. Cemeteries
The Mormon Church maintains a fundamental conception that the
basic determining institutional foundation of social life is not geographic,
or economic determinism but rather righteous attitudes in the hearts of
the people. Here determinism really lies in the life of mankind. It is
held to be the duty of the church to bring about the development of these
attitudes. It is also believed by the church that righteousness and progressiveness are closely related attributes in eternal progression.
At the present time L.D.S . cemeteries (in the area studied) are all
located in small communities. These cemeteries have been managed
under a system in which some combination of central authority and quasilocal operation has existed. For some reason little improvement has taken
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place over the years in these cemeteries in maintenance, in record keeping, in revenue arrangements, in planning, in productivity of social inventions, or in community morale. Is something wrong with - the system?
Can it be improved? This may be suggested:
Few greater problems in group dynamics exist today than wise
handling of centralization or collectivism and local self determination.
Encroachment of the whole on the parts may injure the parts and if it
does the whole is also injured. There is evidence that Joseph Smith
began to take steps towards recognition of the place of local adminis tration in the system for which he was chiefly responsible. However, he
was never required to face the issue to any extent for so long as the
gathering was confined to one place, central and local did not diverge
widely and control machinery was not brought to strain.
With the growth of church membership and territorial expansion
after the migration west, hundreds of local communities were settled.
The necessity for recognizing an altered situation became more and more
pressing. It is hardly too much to say that the need for control machinery
that would release the potential energies for community building that a re
innate in the local groups without impairing the effectiveness of central
authority constitutes one of the most pressing problems in the development of Mormon social organization.
Jos eph F. Smith, sixth president of the Church, was the first to take
steps to enlarge the sphere of the local. This took place in the area of
leaders hip selection. Local members of wards were cons ulted in the
selection of their leaders and in fact , chose them. This real beginning
in the encouragement of local initiative in local matters might have
become a turning point, but actually became only a precedent, for after
the death of President Smith and during the long invalidism of President
G rant who followed him, a reversion to excessive centralization took
place.
There can be little doubt that in declining L.D.S. villages, which are
numerous, the lack of success in meeting many local problems is directly
related to the failure thus far to develop a sound dividing line between
general authority and local adminis tration. In these numerous communities the lack of local programs, the low state of community morale, the
failure of social conscience to emerge with respect to many of the environmental factors which are necessary to s uccessful group life bear mute
testimony to the deadening effect of non-recognition of the place and the
integrity of the local.
In a well balanced system where both central and local are well
integrated ' there follows in the wake of central strength (much of which
operates through indirect processes) increased stimulation, a wider use
of successful patterns, a rise in standards, enlarged mechanization, and
increase in the means of communication; from healthy and respected
local organizations come the development of uniqueness and difference,
growth in local pride and morale, increase in leadership, improvement of
community organization, and promotion of group health. The manner in
which the two are combined determines the excellence of the system.
So great are the values in Mormon ideology that are lodged in the
local community that readjustments on the local level become ever more
imperative . The guarding of initiative within its proper sphere is as
essential to group health and morale as it is to individual personality
growth.
Minimums necessary to bring about the strengthening of local Mormon organization would seem to include.

1. Selection of local leaders through democratic . processes by the people involved.
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2. Initiation of local programs and projects by the people living in
the area.
3. Provision of time in Sunday schools, Mutual Improvement Associations, (rnd priesthood meetings for study and planning of local programs,
projects, and environmental alterations for these are of the essence of
greater living.
Nowhere, perhaps are the retarding influences of a great gap in
Mormon social organization more in evidence than among the cemeteries
controlled by the church. During more than 100 years of cemetery control
there is little evidence of effectiveness in the central organization or in
the handicapped quasi-local communities.
It is to be remembered that L.D.S . Church participation has not extended to the burial industry as a whole, but is limited to cemeteries
only. Casket making, floral culture, and morticians' services have been
left to private business. Profiteering evils that are frequently encountered
elsewhere have at no time or place been discovered by the investigators
in the handling of cemeteries under L.D .S. church direction.

